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Abstract 

Conformational and Studies of Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone 

its Analogs by Spectroscopy and Modeling 

James Maliekal, Department of Chemistry, of Cape Private 

Rondebosch, South Africa. Submitted, July 1999 

Gonadotropin 

i"'<lrh ..... "·" termini 

with blocked 

and binds to mammalian receptor 

neutral very low 

, or the and Leu1 are modified to 

shows reasonably affinity. A 

HeY'A1P'lfP!" the 

Gil is 

a 6,7 

conformational 

search was out using Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy simulated 

to identify bioactive to 

of peptide analogs. The interproton ",.",au",,,,,, 

obtained from the NMR data were used to constrain the 

annealing. A large of structures were generated 

conformations analyzed. All five peptides showed some 

in the domains. The four affinity analogs all had 

GIl and two termini in 

torsion angles 

simulated 

peptide and their 

of conformation, 

V""""'U,",'u",, with 

The in GnRH a 13 type bend 

was involved in hydrogen bonds that stabilized the folded conformation. In contrast, 

the inactive Gln8GnRH had a markedly different conformation, the termini pointing 

from other. 

lowest structures Hlv""",'V"-' from the simulated annealing were used in 

subsequent receptor-ligand docking ;:'<U.Ulv;:,. All the affinity were found to fit 

into the pocket. of GnRH formed several H-bonds with residues on 

receptor. GIn8GnRH showed a poor fit and considerable repulsion t"\PY-"vP,>n ligand 

and reCi~DH}r The GInS not form with 

binding were with the relative five 

';u"uv~~" studied. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Summary 

Gonadotropin 

function. It 

cells and 

hormone (LH) 

different 

hormone (GnRH) is 

structures have 

regulator of the 

vanous animal 

and they have in mammals and vertebrates. 

GnRH peptide has no conformation in solution, as a mixture 

of conformers. However, molecular dynamics simulations various molecular 

modeling studies, combined with the introduction of constraints into 

GnRH that GnRH interacts with receptor in a folded 

incorporating a ~ centered around the residue in position 6. 

the to GnRH shows 

although no single is absolutely essential, 

to be important in "p",pn'fnr activation while "rr,nYv terminal are 

for high affinity For a clear of the GnRH-receptor 

mechanism, a investigation ofthe conformational space of GnRH and 

is essential. 

1.1 Pbysiology and ofGnRH 

1.1.1 The Role of Reproduction 

The key regulatory brain peptide controlling reproduction in mammals and 

submammalian vertebrate is the decapeptide releasing hormone 

RH), also called 

111 

hormone releasing 

Is and 

(LHRH). It is synthesized 

into portal vessels, which 
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connect the 

1988; Hazum and 

luteinizing hormone 

2 

the brain with the 

1988). In the pituitary it 

and follicle stimulating 

(Millar and 

the secretion of 

(FSH) from the 

gonadotrope cells (Schally et al., 1971a, 1971b; Matsuo et al., 1; Burgus et al., 

and testes). LH 1972) which in tum function of the gonads 

stimulates ovulation corpus luteum In androgen 

secretion in males, """'P""'" 

1 

In addition to gonadotropins, GnRH has other imp0l1ant actions on 

the pituitary gonadotropes. It the expression both 

(GnRHR) (Young et al., I ; Clayton, 1989) and GnRH rpr.~nTl-.r 

receptors 

(Yasin et al., 

1995). GnRH also 

transcription (Abbot et 

LH subunits hence 

biosynthesis of LH by stimulation of specific gene 

et al., 1988) of 

Ramey 

et 1987). that GnRH treatment the 

number stimulates the ''''''''''''''''1"\ machinery (Clayton, 

1989). GnRH actions are 

and testosterone (Clayton, 1989; 

activin and inhibin (See burg et 

Biosynthesis of 

In human hypothalamus 

(Fig. 1.1) 

make up the 

by the gonadal steroids, estradiol, 

et al., 1989), and by the gonadal 

is synthesized as a 

1984; Adelman et al., 1986). 

which has a hydrophobic middle 

1.1 Schematic diagram of the human prc-pro-GnRH showing the sequence 
I), the GnRH sequence, the Gly residue involved in carboxy-tenninal amidation (II), the 
nr()('"~,,ino site. and the 56-amino acid GnRH-associatcd (GAP) I 

sequence is 111 hypothalamus and placenta. It is 

by decapeptide and Gly-Lys-Arg sequence 

processing. The is probably processed by trypsin-like at 
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the amino 

by carboxypeptidase 

(Millar and King, 1 

formed spontaneous 

3 

by of amino acids 

activity and utilizing Glyll as the amide donor 

Seeburg et al., 1987). amino terminal pyro-glutamate is 

"'HL,<.l.LH_/U of GIn (Millar and 1987; See burg et al., 

1987). remaining 56-amino GnRH-associated peptide (GAP) been 

r"'T\nrT~'n to inhibit release of prolactin and to stimulate gonadotropin (Nikolics 

et at., 1985; Philips et ai., 1985) a mechanism independent the GnRH receptor 

(Milton et ai., 1986; Millar et ai., 1986a). 

1.1.3 GnRH Release 

IS the hypothalamus (Carmel et ai., 1976). 

frequency and amplitude vary, with the oestrous 

pulses of GnRH menstrual cycles (Fox and Smith, 1985; Dalkin et 

preferentially 

13 subunit of 

hormones. 

stimulate the sVllltne:SlS mRNA 

the a sublUlit, which is common to both gonadotropic 

favor the release FSH and the 

synthesis of mRNA _ 13 sublUlit pulses 

normal physiology, frequency modulation may be the mechanism 

by which a hypothalamic hormone regulates differential 

both and (Dalkin et al., 

1.1.4 Intracellular Signal Transduction 

cellular events that culminate in LH are (1) ... ",,.,..=>nT/" ... 

(3) activation and (4) 

margination to the subplasmalemmal zone of the cell (Clayton, 1989). 

binds to a receptor on the plasma membrane pituitary gonadotrope 

(Naor, 1990). Receptor binding shown to involve isomerization the 

receptor (R) to an state (R *) which an with 

and et 1992). 

cell receptors to their intracellular 

effectors by Each receptor specifically ""'T,"f'T" an extracellular stimulus (a 

photon, odorant, pheromone, hormone, or neurotransmitter) while 
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generates one or more intracellular "'''''''VB.'''' G-protein 

while the less coupled 

numerous enectors include enzymes 

~ and y 

belong to a large 

transmit signals 

flow of infonnation a distinctive 

of possible 

subunits 

different 

there are also 

hundred 

channels in several families. 

heterotrimeric UH.""'."';>' of a, 

high fidelity: each directs the 

"PI'P1"\1"I"\,." to a limited array 

are easily _A~'·AAA""""''''''''''''V'''' by their a 

characterized structural functional 

differences y subunits bind and 

hydrolyze guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and I.<Vl.lLaJlH the structural uel;ennUlanrs of 

1990). The a 

interaction with and effectors and Bourne, 

activation is illustrated 

Figure 

binds to the 

(R *) in its trimeric with 

guanosine diphosphate 

bound to the a 

catalyzes activation 

by 

by GTP (Conklin 

1993). Binding 

results m a new 

and it 

from both 

the 

and the ~y complex. 

Figure 1.2 The G-protein activation cycle 
interactions of 3 different conformations of 
receptor (R) and effector the GTPase 
(from Conklin and 

resulting free ~y complexes 

,".uu.vu, 1994; Sternweiss and -'>11111.<1\.<1., 1 

is evidence 

et 1993). However, 

1992; Shah et ai., 1995). 

of multiple 

two, GC) and G, 1, have 

GTP-bolmd a 

m GnRH action 

identified (Hsieh and 

form) of 
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G-proteins, \, activate ~I isoenzyme of effector enzyme, 

phospholipase C 

hydrolyzes 

(PIP2) to generate 

diacylglycerol 

(Stemweiss and ::smrCKa. 1992; Exton, 1994). The activated 

membrane phosphatidyl inositol 4,5-biphosphate 

second 1 

1990). 

Cellular responses 

of GnRH-receptor transduction. 
phospholipase C; IP l , inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate; 

3' monophosphate; Ca2+, calcium ion; P, 
PhC)SptloulOSltot; PIP2, inosito14,5-biphosphate (from 1989). 

cellular events 

effectors 

m of 

is diagrammatically shown 

m 1.3 (Clayton, 1989). 

which are interdependent. 

concentration 

induced LH 

seconds of 

(Clapper 

PLC, 

involves two ""A.,LAA"",L pathways 

receptor activation, 

1985; ~A"~A5 

to intracellular 

intracellular stores to produce spike of 

and 

and 

Stojilkovic, 1989; Naor,1990). 

binding protein calmodulin 

first phase ofLH 

increased to activation of calcium 

et at., 1985; Conn et al., 1985a) and in the 

sustained 1"'1'",,,,,,,,,, is also 
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the source of which is \..,AL.a ..... ...,. 

regulated, voltage-dependent 

",,,,,.,LH.'5 the gonadotrope through recem:or

,",,,aU","'L':> (Tasaka et al.; 1988; Catt and Stojilkovic, 

1989; Naor,1990; Davidson et al., 1 1). 

Diacylglycerol (DO), second product of PLC action, 

phosphorylating enzyme C (PKC) (Nishizuka, 1986; 

1985). However, IS the importance of PKC 

GnRH-stimulated LH and Stojilkovic, 1989; Naor,1990; Davidson et 

1991). Activation of 

simultaneously, maximal L'-'L",a~,,,, 

release, but 

1989). 

elevation 

response, and that 

1991). 

are necessary to 

or modulates the calcium et al., 

1.2 GnRH Receptor Ligand Interactions 

1.2.1 The 

pituitary 

secrete 

after it was '-'IVJ .. ," .... 

ai., 1992). 

sequence pattenlS 

(OPCR) 

receptors 

transmembrane 

human 

(GnRHR) Structure 

most important function in the pituitary. 

are located exclusively on the gonadotrope 

the 

which 

1 receptors are also found non-

and Keinan, 1 

structure of 

the a.T3 mouse ","AAU. .... ",,,,.,..,,,, 

confirmed (Perrin et 

"-'''' . .-J .... ..\.'\. to be a member of the 0 

1993). Three distinct 

identified by molecular cloning, all ,",Vlua.'ll 

(T1vID). A representation of the 

is presented in Fig.l.4 (Sealfon et 

of a single polypeptide chain 

1989) and 

et 

the 

protein-coupled 

seven putative 

of the 

seven hydrophobic 

an extracellular 

information is 

to putative transmembrane 11"".''''<''' ,",VJlUUUl.;) 

carboxy 

two heptahelical structure 
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bacteriorhodopsin, which little similarity with the mammalian receptor 

proteins, has been by cryo-electron microscopy of two-dimensional crystals 

(Pardo et al., 1992; et al., 1996). A projection of bovine rhodopsin 

1.15(18) 

Figure 1.4 Helical net representation of the human GnRH The known glycosylation site 
and certain functional residues are numbered a consensus scheme 
and In this system, the most conserved residue in a TMD is 

designated by the index 50. The other residues are numbered in relation to the conserved residue. Thus 
the conserved Arg in TMD 3 is numbered 3.50 and the Lys in TMD 3 is denoted as . The 
reference residue in each helix is shown in bold type. (From Sealfon et al., 1997). 

et 1993), a projection rhodopsin (Schertler and 

1995) have been by 

.... v,.,,,'.,."".H with the 

identified as V""Vll,t4Ul15 to 

1993) and by the pre:sen<:::e of 

by the distinctive 

amino acid ....,.." .. '·r" 

within the transmembrane helix domains (Sealfon et 1 

significant sequence. similarity among it was proposed that all GPCRs 

are 

a 

similar structural the domains, ideal' (l-

a hydrophilic core (Baldwin, 1993; Ballesteros 

Weinstein, 1995). But of 

involving helix 7 GnRHR are incompatible structure which 
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7 is a regular (Rao et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 1994; "''''U.lJlVU et al., 1995; Wong 

et al., 1988). Konvicka and co-workers have proposed a specific conformational 

deviation from ideal of transmembrane 7 (TMS 7) which involves 

highly ""''''''v' and incorporates all the experimental structural 

(Konvicka et al., unpublished results). 1S 

with recent 1 "'.:>'1.<"':> N1V1R exp,ernnenliS 

1.2.2 Primary Structures of NaturaUy Occurring 

The amino acid sequence of was ."'UUll."'''' in 1971 (Matsuo et 

aI., 1971) GnRH from DOl:ClfLe hypothalamus. Subsequently, the same 

was demonstrated in ovine (sheep) hypothalamus (Amoss et 1 et al., 

1972) 

Chicken I 

Sea bream Leu 

Catfish 

Salmon 

Dogfish 

Chicken II 

Trp Lys 

Lamprey I 

Tunicate I 

1.5 Amino acid sequences of naturally GnRHs. The conserved amino and 
I""rhn,,'v terminal domains are shaded. Only Gil is conserved among the vertebrates in the 
central domain (Sealfon et 1997). 

and in "<.un .... '" and rats (Adelman et al., 1986). Identification GnRHs 

more MiHar, Muske, 1993) aelnolnstratt~a that 

two, or more forms of are present in most vell1elJrates 

by and nonmammalian of 
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GnRH, first identified in chicken brain (His5Trp7Tyr8GnRH), is 

in veltebrates (Fig.1 

All natural 

to their length, amino 

domain (Pr09_GlylO 

Among 

isolated to date are highly 

.... VI,.«" .. (pGlu l_His2 
- Trp) -Ser\ 

the 

,-,lJ'A'U.hh position 8 is most 

are highly variable. Position 6 is invariably Gly in the higher 

considerably in lamprey 

mammalian GnRHs. 

Structure-Activity 

An 

and activation 

tunicate. No variation in GnRH 

of GnRH Peptides 

residues 

IS to an 

interactions. A number structure-activity studies 

GnRH analogs and on 11 naturally occurring GnRH 

synthetic chimeras. Several exist on the structural 

and antagonist analogs (Karten and Rivier, 1986; Rivier, 1 

Janecka et al., 1994). 

2 

relations of naturally 

o 

GnRH 
8 

Gin 
7 8 

Trp Leu 
• 1S

T 
7 8 

HIS rPa Leu ~=:;--

Le~ 
Tyr 
• '5

T 
8 

HIS 'ir 
• !IT '7 8 

HIS ~p Tr 
Trp Tyr 

• !'IT 7 
HIS rp 

7 
Trp 

• 8 
HIS 

o 
LH releasing potency 

5 9 13 

most common 

with respect 

terminal 

of these 

5 7 

varies 

is found among 

binding 

on synthetic 

and their 

of GnRH agonist 

et al., 1995; 

vertebrate 

Figure 1.6 Hclativc LH 'lctivities 0[' chimeras of vt!rlebrate GnRHs in sheep and chicken 
pituitary cells (from Mitlar el at.. l 
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GnRBs have also been ,",,,',,", ... 31 (King 

et al., 1997). 

Millar, 1 Millar and 

King, 1994,1987,1984; 

affinity and/or gonadotropin release) The relative 

GnRH variants 

mammalian GnRH is 

the exception of "''''''''', .. ". 

insight into structure-activity In mammals, 

at low doses while other 'IPI-rPt'r~lrp GnRBs, with 

(Millar and King, 

chicken GnRB II is about 

GnRB I (Gln8GnRB) 

and 2-5% respectively. 

distinguishes mammalian 

is Arg8 

binding to the 

GnRH II suggests that 

et 1989,1986). 

that mammalian 

salmon GnRH 

GnRB I is inactive. 

from all of the other 

was identified as 

However, the 

of when 

can be overcome simultaneous 

In contrast to the limited activity of most 

poor activity (Fig.I.6) 

potency of 

I-/Vt",IH_I",.;) of 

are very low at 1 

the single residue that 

GnRH structural 

critical for high affinity 

activity of chicken' 

a neutral amino acid for 

mammalian receptor, all GnRHs (with the V"'~V"".''U'U 

GnRBs at 

lamprey GnRHs 

which have an acidic position 6) have similar high activities in all of the 

nonmammalian tested (King and Millar, I Millar et al., 1989; Habibi 

et al., 1992; Licht et vertebrate receptors are 

promIscuous well with most 

mammalian pituitary receptor is selective for mammalian' GnRB 

Millar, 1995,1992,1 Millar and King, 1994,1988,1987). 

Studies 

release 

eIIllcac:v at the 

amino acids in mammalian 

higher LH-releasing 

enhanced binding n"tpl1l" 

potencies of chimeric 

cells, and 

effects of 

1.6). 

resulted 

(ratios of 1 0-150). 

but reduced 

Thus, once bound, with a neutral amino 

of GnRH in 

to sheep pituitary 

substitutions on 

of Arg8 by 

but 

(ratios 

in position 8 are more 
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at activating the 

efficacy. 

On other hand, enhances binding reduces 

1 Roles of Individual Amino Acids in GnRH Activity. 

of individual amino ll1 activity have been extensively 

investigated. It has been demonstrated domain (pGlu' 

and COOH-terminal domain receptor 

binding while the domain plays 

Rivier, 1 

role receptor 

(Millar el af., 1987; Karten 

A. NH2-terminai domain (pGlu i -Hii -TrpJ 

The requirement of has confirmed a series 

substitutions Il1 position el af., 1978; Okada et al., 1973; el al., 

1973). The findings indicate that the -CO-NH-CHCO- IS the mll1lmUm 

activity. the role of structural requirement 

and/or activation studies, 

in binding 

subsequent 

(Millar et 1987; and 

Rivier, I et ""'"'"." .. et al., 1 this as 

impo!1ant in activation. 

participation in actions 

interactions with rprpn,'f'\ the 

of the 

number out lIsing a variety of 

1978; Fuj 

1973). 

moiety. 

. Yanaihara et 

His2 analog is an antagonist (Vale et 

H · 2 
IS , has 

1973; 

need aromaticity 

IS a 

1972) was an important 

led to synthesis 

(Sandow et al., 

possibly 

while the 

et 

in understanding 

many 

with bulky hydrophobic moieties in position 2 (Millar et af., 1987; Karten 

and , 1986; et al., 1 1993; et al., 1 It is 

therefore I that plays a role GIlRH WI which 

to signal propagation and G-protein activation. it seems that interaction 
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requires a celtain aromaticity and may be enhanced by basicity and/or H

mutagenesis studies, Lys3.32(121) has been identified as a bonding capability. 

possible of 

IS a 

activity 

likely that 

with (Zhou et al., 1995). 

in GnRH. Substitution by non-aromatic amino 

whereas some activity is present with Tyr as well as 

The residue resembles Trp in its ability to 

molecules (Coy et al., 1975). The an 

emphasized by the natural substitution of 

been commonly 

rec:eotor activation. 

poor gonadotropin 

en"""'''''''''(1 residues in the NH2-terminal "''-'''lU'.lll 

a number of amino acids (Ala, Thr, Gin, 

it is 

, can 

retention activity (Sandow et al., 1978; Yanaihara et al., 

by such as (But) and Leu results in very low activity 

et al., 1978), it that factors playa dominant role. 

B. 

that 

of Pr09 in the natural GnRHs along with the that 

conformational constraints on the peptide chain ",1.,1.)::,)::,"'", 

an important role in the receptor-ligand interaction. The 

111 brain and decreases activity to 10% 

impoltance of this residue and v~,..,,...,~v 

GlylONHz to 

1972; Davidson et 

Coy et al., 1973, 1 ; Sandow et 

Gly-NH2 js not. essential for activity and 

groups are inhibitory, possibly 

ligand access to the binding site. 

to 

that 

that 

et al., 

a 

are 
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The central nonconserved domain (Tyr5-Gll-Leu7-Arl; 

The central ,""VAU~~", '""ClH"01"H,Ul~ of Tyr5 -GIl 

vertebrate studies involving Tyr5 

group is not 1973), and that an 

position (Trp, for high 

1993; Millar et findings also 

receptor binding not playa role in receptor 

is not conserved in 

that the hydroxyl 

chain in this 

(",Tnl1T'U (Haviv et al., 

only to 

Tyr5 

by His results in an high receptor potency but ."'''' .... ''''-.u release (partial 

agonism) (Millar et 1989). However, when Arg& is 

with His or Tyr is restored. Thus the 

Arg8 binding but 

indicating that a possibly indirect, 

mammalian ,-,u.x. 'U..u. '\.. 

analogs 

HisS / Arg5 -Xxx-Xxx

receptor activation, 

rpl"pntA" activation in the 

GIl is ,",VI,l"',",' all vertebrates except and the 

tunicate GnRHs. of this small achiral residue allows for 

flexibility and ~ IT type bend and conformation for 

receptor binding. Thus, ~u~ •• v.~u with large L-amino acids 6 were found to 

have low activity ; Monahan et al., However, the folded 

conformation is stereochemistry of (Monahan et al., 

1973; Millar et al., 1 

1993; Janecka et 

activity for 

and Rivier, 1 1992, 1995; Rivier, 

it was shown that was a 4-fold increase in 

(Monahan et al., 1 D-amino with 

bulky hydrophobic particularly aromatics, are most effective (Millar et 

1987; Karten and 1986). A correlation exists hydrophobicity ofthe 

amino acid and potency (Hahn et al., 1984). In to enhancing the folding, 

large side chains of 

receptor, thereby 

Leu7 with ~U""U'" 

tolerated (Sandow et 

Pro resulted in 

due to disruption 

D-amino acids may also 1nT,,,,..,,I'T nearby residues in 

binding affinity. 

of vertebrate 

with 

Fujino et aI., 1 

activities (Hirotsu et 1 

as did substitution 

HIU1,-,,,,,,,-, that substitutions 

are, general, 

D-Leu as 

1978), 

residues Lys 

as 
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(Sandow et al.,1978). Substitution the bulky led to high .Ld.A-n."'''''',,'J.U.o:, 

receptor vLu ....... "M (Millar et 1989; et ai., 1 

As U"""'VJ.",","" earlier, comparative activities vertebrate GnRHs point to 

affinity binding to mammalian receptors (Janecka et al., 

1 1983, 1986, 1989) ....... "", ... "' .... .." .. '"",,"'.., 

releasing pituitary a large the 

a acid position 8 high activity (Millar King, 

1 1987). Since receptor binding is correlated with releasing activity in all 

analogs studied, it appears that the role Arg8 may be receptor binding. However, 

with neutral amino substitutions show better The higher 

affinities Arg8 GnRHs may be the result of an ionic interaction 

1987; _" .. "Luau 

side 

bonding with the 

Fridkin, 1976). 

one or more 

chains of 

pK values were measured for His2 and Tyr5 and it was 

that more acidic nature these amino acid side chains was due to their 

proximity to cationic chain (Shinitzky and Fridkin, 1 

1.7 Schematic of GnRH functions of individual residues et al., 
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with neutral substituents (Gin and co-nitro-Arg) in position 8 

and TyrS and extended titration (Shinitzky et ai., 

indicate a decreased interaction of the and 

chains in position 8 (Milton et al., 1983). This 

to destabilize the bioactive conformation 

of the neutral GnRH analogs. on 

was proposed (Shinitzky et al., 1976; 

GnRH that were on 

(Momany, 1976; Gupta et al., 1 

role In reCI~DH)r interaction is 

GnRH analogs have been synthesized 

of most analogs and the 

the task of clearly identifying the roles of individual <uu,uv 

and in receptor binding and activation. 

a 

a 

et 

Il1 

it IS 

possible to make the following generalizations about ligand 

mammalian pituitary GnRH receptor for binding and activation (Fig.I.7): 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5, 

6. 

No is crucial GnRH activity. 

COOH-terminal domains are the most important in .. or·"''''' ....... 

are involved in receptor 

for receptor activation. 

His2 and Trp3 for a role in 

outside of the 

through indirect effects on the 

conformation changes that occur on 

n,,<,p,'.,pn residues of the central domain are 

affinity binding to the mammalian receptor, 

may be obviated in conformationally constrained analogs with 

and when His 5 is present as in chicken GnRH 

or 

IS 
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7. The achiral Gly or D-amino acids are required in position 6, presumably to 

effect the folded active conformation. 

8. Nonmammalian GnRH receptors have different requirements for the 

nonconserved residues in the central domain. For example, a basic residue is not 

required in position 8. They also tend to be less dependent on conformational 

constraints. 

1.2.5 Structure and Conformation of GnRH and its Analogs 

Because of the inl1erent flexibility of the hormone decapeptide, the interactions 

with various sites in the receptor binding pocket are likely to affect the conformation 

of any GnRH analog, and thus impair our ability to define a single 'biologically 

relevant' conformation for the isolated peptide. Moreover, the pharmacophoric 

patterns of different peptides depend on the specific residues available for interaction 

with the various receptor sites, even if their conformations are the same. Therefore, 

the structural determinants for receptor binding will have to be sought from a 

comprehensive characterization of all the conformations accessible to the peptide 

under specified conditions, as well as of the three-dimensional pattern of the 

pharmacophoric elements that their amino acids present to the receptor. If the ability 

to adopt certain conformations determines the receptor activity of peptides with 

similar pharmacophoric elements, then differences in their conformational spaces can 

reveal the conformations required for receptor interactions. The conformational 

properties of the most active peptide can thus serve to define the spatial and dynamic 

requirements for optimal activity. Thus, it is not realistic to expect a full 

understanding to emerge, entirely from structure-activity data, without specific 

analysis of the conformational propelties of the various analogs. Rather, the 

mechanistic insights are more likely to emerge from the application of modern 

experimental and computational methods for conformational analysis (Gupta et ai., 

1993; Hruby, 1985; Nikiforovich, 1994; Struthers et ai., 1990; Guarnieri and 

Weinstein, 1996). 

Computational methods have been used to explore the conformational space of 

GnRH and its active analogs (Momany. 1976a, 1976b, 1978). These studies were 

based on the assumption that. if the peptide conformation recognized by the receptor 

(i.e. the bioactive confo1'mation) corresponds to the most abundant form of the peptide 
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in solution, then the peptide will have high affinity for the receptor. Since the most 

probable conformers in solution are with the energy, the 

computational involved calculation the conformational of the 

In spite methods (Zimmerman, 

as studies the central 

characteristic of the 

TyrSGIlLeu 7 Arg8 

conformation GnRH, the p-bend involving the 

The most illuminating studies of of 

methods with a variety of experimental (mostly 

to characterize the structural features peptides 

et ai., 1993; et al., 1989; Marshall, 1992). The early that 

Tyr5 to Arg8 

for high affinity 

a p-type tum 

the 

to design of cyclic 

Detailed 

out in 

It soon that, even in conformationally 

in the 

the 

the intramolecular motions were complex, and conformational flexibility 

The overall conformational properties, including the all-trans nature 

peptide bonds and the p-type tum between cyclic were 

to be or",.""p,,. with the 

NMR (Struthers et 1990; Marshall, 

However, computer simulations revealed the 

energy calculations 

Bienstock et al., 1993). 

flexibility of 

fragment, as well as the existence of t't'pr'pnt conformations 

with energies, with compatible NMR even 

dicyclic I'fl' ..... ",..' et 1 

gained from computational studies were confirmed by results 

from NMR spectroscopy (Bienstock et at., 1993; Paul et 1989; Marshal1, 1992). 

But the exact location of the p-type and the spatial side v,''',,,,':> 

thought to 

compared with 

analogs (4-10; 

classes 

involved in with receptor 

(Sprecher and Momany, 1979). Thus, 1-10) analogs were 

and 4-10 bridged (Rivier et al., 1988) and with the dicyc 

..T'V'''''''"" the conformational constraints of both designed to . 

(Bienstock et 1993). It 
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that multiple conformational forms even for the most 

et al., I ; Paul et ai., 1989), and more detailed vV"U'U'U"'''''' 

conformations but 

fH " .... "', ..... ,, that 

would not only identify the lowest provide information 

on probability distributions of 

solution, were 11 .......... ;);).:11 

various conformer families, 

(Guarnieri and Weinstein, 1 

analogs are conformationally constrained or 

relative 

Hagler, 1985). 

, the complete 

a reliable consensus on the structural 

most important 

Weinstein, 1996; Zimmerman, 1 

1996; Guarnieri and Wilson, 1 

can 

Current methods 

Hagler, 1985) make 

and 

Weinstein, 

such extensive 

explorations of both the conformational and dynamic the peptides. 

and Weinstein 

and Weinstein, 1 

They found that ('r\"Tr\l'rnpr~ 

the method of Conformational Memories 

the conformational GnRH and 

GnRH having a ~ tum between residues 

8 occur with a frequency of approximately 70%, in contrast to where the 

conformer was found to an extended backbone with an abundance of more 

70%, while the ~ tum occurs with a low Trp,"'II~'n of about 

Lys8GnRH is a low affinity agonist for the GnRH receoltor. adoption of a 

of ~ type tum 

et al., 1993; 

1976). 

et 

appears to be an essential requirement for 

observation is in with earlier findings 

990; Rivier et et ai., 1980; 

test the inference regarding a direct correlation the abundance in 

solution of the ~ type, tum structure and the affinity, the most 

family of GnRH obtained Conformational Memories 

was 

(Baniak et aI., 1987) 

11' ~ tum. The two structures showed good 

deviation (RMSD) 

Weinstein, 1996). 

and residue 

0.6-0.8 A in the 

the structures were 

the flexibility of that 

GnRH 

NMR data to a 

with a root mean 

10 (Guarnieri 

to diverge between 
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Thus, the "" ....... '"" .... study of the COllt01rm,ltlc,nal GnRH SUtJID0I1s 

the hypothesis that, for 

a ~ type turn between 

from the earlier 

--------J receptor binding, a LV .... "' .... COIlIorm'ltlCm 

5-8 is required. This is agr'eelnelrlt with the 

GnRH 

(Momany, 1976; 

of conformationally 

1990; Paul et al., 1989), provides unbiased 

for HL"'",U,.uU.JU,", nVlJ01:l1eSlS regarding the bioactive solution conformation 

ofGnRH. 

1.3 Objectives of Study 

Much work 

understand the way 

T""f'""r'Hnrc have 

done on GnRH and 

binds to the receptor. 

-~~~""J for GnRH. However, 

its analogs in order to 

mammalian 

positively charged 

GnRH is GIn8
, there is a lOa-fold decrease in affmity. 

Previous studies in solution, 

5-8. When 

a D-amino acid 

affinity is 

has a ~ type turn nprUfP.-n 

~ tum by replacing 

lactam in positions 6 

peptide, chicKen II (His5Trp7Tyr8GnRH) 

wild type '-'UJL'LLL TPr'P'f'I'tnT even though it does not 

the In order to 

conformational 

and restrained 

analogs were 

GnRH and some 

mechanics 

1. GnRH 

4. 

5. 

Specifically, the questions have 

most abundant conformer of 

IS to 

A naturally 

high affmity 

a positive charge in 8. 

binding mechanism, a 

analogs using N1vIR 

was undertaken. The 
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1. Does [Gln8JGnRR assume the nre:lerrea conformation? yes, with 

what frequency? 

2. Is the conformation [D-Trp6 Gln8 
' .. HLL'U. ... the same as of [6,7 

y-lactam Gln8]GnRR? do they compare with conformation? 

3. Tyr8]GnRR, 

...v..""",,,'" of Arg8 

the substitutions, particularly 

compensate for allow the n"""TU'''' to assume the same active 

conformation as GnRR? 

well of peptides with 

their binding 

peptides show solubility in water to their hydrophobic 

nature. All samples for NMR experiments were therefore prepared in DMSO-d6 

solution. and co-workers (Tsikaris et al., 1994) th~ 

mAbSR YD-bound structure of IASR YDQL water the octapeptide structure 
.. 

in DMSO and found them to be similar. Several others have successfully 

conducted similar studies using same approach (Demetropoulos et ai., 1995; 

Orlewski et 1996; et ai., 1993; et al., 1998). Our choice DMSO-

IS 
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Chapter Two 

NMR and Molecular Modeling 

in the Study of Peptide Conformation 

Summary 

Nuclear Magnetic ..... , .... ,'"'u (NMR) spectroscopy is a ..... ,."'''' ... ·n' 

technique for of structure and used 

independently or in conjunction with crystallography 

Multidimensional NMR techniques have 

in otherwise '"'''''''5'''''.'''\'& 

the resonances can be 

by providing additional dimensions into ,. 

Samples can be studied a 

solution conditions by It provides 

dynamical in biomolecules. With 

relatively hardware and 

of a 

quantitative measurements many 

availability of faster, 

'U""""".u" ... mod,eling is being 

COllltormaltlOn and High 

Used 

the 

conjunction with NMR 

spectroscopy what is known as NMR-restrained molecular dynamics, we have a 

uniguely powerful method for investigating the conformations and dynamics of 

biomolecules~ 

NMR Spectroscopy in Biomolecular Structure 

Nuclear magnetic resonance into one of the most 

powerful and study structure 

Multidimensional techniques greatly 

problem of assignment in otherwise highly congested spectra biomolecules by 

providing additional which resonances can IS 

to crystallography in 

solutions, as well as detergent-solubilized are 

solution conditions for NMR ., .... ""1",.,. such as pH, amenable to NMR techniques. 
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ionic can usually be varied over a wide 

NMR direct, quantitative measurements many dynamical processes 

2.1.1 Homonuclear NMRMethods 

normal one-dimensional NMR (I NMR) provides information 

on the chemical shifts and spin-spin '-'",.J...,'L .. "," fine structures of individual 

resonances in the spectrum. To obtain additional information on through-bond 

or between 

provides for resonance and 

biopolymers, double or multiple irradiation experiments must be used. rely on 

irradiation a particular resonance line with a radiofrequency (RF) 

and of the rest the spectrum. the 

crowded of biopolymers, such irradiation experiments. are limited 

use, owing to for irradiation of individual lines in spectral 

with the of measurements 

complete COIIDt:CIlvny rr'~""'''''I''<l1"lnn 

These natural limitations NMR can be largely overcome two-

NMR NMR) A of homonuclear 2D 

methods been developed (Ernst et et al., 1 

Derome, 1 Of these, four important experiments, DQF-

TOCSY NOESY are discussed 

experiments provide and dipolar '"'VAlln.'v" as well as spin-spin ~v'~.n.'u", 

constants DQF-COSY) and nOe 

structure elucidation (WUthrich, 1986). 

2.1.1s The COSY (COrrelation ''1''1'''(''1''1'' • ..,,, 

A 2D 'N"MR experiment is recorded a 

the detection period t2 

(from NOESY), are used 

Experiment 

time 

the 

Similar to NMR 

pulse. is recorded 

another nonselective pulse is applied prior to observation pulse. The 

of this recorded t2 depends on the length the evolution 

n ... ' .. I ... ·" the two 

"'I."~"''''UF. the same experiment 

A second dimension can thus 

incrementation of tl. For value of tl a is 
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all 

versus t2 so that a 

(2D FT) of S(tI,l2) 

uncoupled 

in a square 

a coupled 

(or coherence) 

with which it is 

23 

S(tl/2) is obtained. two dimensional 

the desired 2D spectrum j{ VI, 

both Vj and Vi correspond to same chemical V, 

a on the .... u,""'''' .. , .. at ( V, v) 

the second pulse the experiment causes 

one transition during tl to redistributed 'UHvUf," 

V"'lCl"""I.1. Consider a weakly two-spin 

mixing pulse the chemical ..... "'IJv ....... v,'" magnetization 

A and X, the extent the coherence a function of the 

different frequencies time tl' The magnetization 

two time 

contain information about 

(2, giving rise to a cross peak. Thus the cross 

coupling connectivities between individual 

2.1.1h DQF-COSY (Double Quantum Filtered COSY) 

spectra rec:orClea 

value 

structure of the individual cross 

advantages over 

above, For example, with the resolved 

resonance 

measurements of the spin-spin coupling constants can 

(Marion and Wuthrich, 1983). limitation of phase-sensitive 

and quantitative 

with greater accuracy 

however, is 

A 

(6,ppm) 

x 

cross 

-jJt-
eo...L 
oe{-

• 

x 

and 

of the 

• • 

eo 
oe 

macromolecules, making """','n-" 

Figure 2.1 Phase-sensitive COSY (schematic) 
spectrum of an AX spin system. Positive 
absorptive, absorptive, and n,c,,,,"r,,,,,P 
peaks are indicated by filled circles, open 
circles, and J is the 
spin WUthrich, 1986), 

different 

over the cross 

analysis difficult. 

which can cause 

the spectra of 

a multiple quantum 
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filter into a COSY experiment produces a phase-sensitive spectrum in which the cross 

peaks and the diagonal peaks have absorption lineshapes in both dimensions and all 

multiplets have anti-phase fine structure (Piantini et al., 1982; Shaka and Freeman, 

1983). More detailed spectral analysis thus becomes possible and new information on 

resonance assignments and molecular conformations can be extracted from the 

spectra. Another import;ant use of multiple-quantum filtration in biomolecular NMR is 

to filter out unwanted resonances, thus simplifying the spectrum considerably. 

The double quantum filter (DQF-COSY) experiment (Piantini et al., 1982; 

Shaka and Freeman, 1983) involves a third (Td2) pulse following the second (1[/2) 

pulse of the COSY experiment, thus: 

(1[I2)<jl - tl - (1[/2)<jl - Ll- (1[/2)x - t2 ~ (acquire) 

with appropriate phase cycling. Ll is a short phase switching delay. The result is, only 

that component of the observable magnetization which passed through double

quantum coherence is selected while the rest is filtered out. Thus singlets are largely 

eliminated resulting in considerable simplification of spectra. Furthermore both 

diagonal and cross-peaks are in pure absorption phase, improving resolution. The 

disadvantage is that DQF-COSY is less sensitive by a factor of about two than 

conventional COSY. 

2.1.1c TOCSY (TOtal Conelation SpectroscopY) 

A limitation of COSY in the study of biopolymers arises. when resonances 

having the same chemical shift occur in different spin systems. For example, the aH 

lines of different residues in proteins frequently overlap (Fig. 2.2). Here, even if all 

the COSY cOlll1ectivities between vicinal protons are established, it will not be 

possible to identify the corresponding pairs of amide and ~ protons. Total Correlation 

Spectroscopy (TOCSY) allows one to overcome this fundamental problem. In 

TOCSY, cross peaks are also observed between spins, which are not directly coupled 

but share a mutual coupling partner. TOCSY relies on cross-polarization rather than 

the coherence transfer methods of the COSY experiment (Braunschweiler and Ernst, 

1983; Davis and Bax, 1985). Several variant pulse sequences make use of alternative 

decoupling schemes during the spin-lock period. The schemes that are commonly 
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employed ... v ......... v composite as MLEV Bax, 1 

and et al., 1988). 

NIt 
~---------------

2.2 COSY and TOCSY connectivities for the ""'""",, • ., of two residues i and j 
with identical aH chemical shifts .• : .6.: COSY cross 0: TOCSY cross 

The 

locked 'H"'."""'~"L."'''·V' 

two 

spin-lock 

Figure 2.3 The TOCSY pulse 
sequence commonly used 'in 
biomolecular NMR (from Evans, 
1995). 

1"r'''''''_1'1,n al~lza.llOjn, or an oscillatory "'A."'''''''''!''.''' of spin-

two spms, provided the effective RF fields 

are identical, spins to become temporarily 

are termed mixing' (no field) 

or 'Ha11mann-Hahn mixing' (with effective to spectra 

with mixed phases (phase Hartmann-Hahn pure 

phases are obtained. Pulse have developed for use crowded 

biomolecular spectra for up' the One example is the 'Clean 
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TOCSY' (Griesinger et al., 1988), which involves introducing delays between the 

composite pulses in the MLEV-17 spin-locking field. 

2.1.1d NOESY (Nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY) 

The nuclear Overhauser effect (nOe) is the change in intensity of an NMR 

signal that ensues when a perturbation (for example, a change in population) is 

applied to the transitions of another resonance. It is caused by cross relaxation 

resulting from the dipolar coupling between the two spins. The dipolar interaction, 

modulated by molecular motion, is the dominant relaxation mechanism for protons in 

solution. Clearly, the cross relaxation rate is directly related to the strength of the 

dipolar interaction, which in turn depends on the internuclear distance. Thus, the nOe 

intensity between two spins provides us with a means of measuring their internuclear 

distance. The two-dimensional experiment that permits the detection of nOes is the 

NOESY pulse sequence (Macura and Ernst, 1980): 

o 

with appropriate phase cycling. The first 90x pulse creates transverse xy 

magnetization, and the spins precess during t] as in the COSY sequence. The second 
o 

90x pulse rotates components of the magnetization along the -z axis. During the 

mixing period Tm that follows, the z-components of the magnetization (longitudinal 

magnetization) exchange under the influence of cross relaxation. The unwanted 

transverse components are removed by phase cycling leaving only the z-components. 

If this sequence is repeated for a larger value of t], the magnetization vectors would 

dephase further, and a smaller -z component is thus created, which would pass 

through zero and become positive for increasing values of tl. The third 90° pulse 

concludes the sequence by rotating the longitudinal magnetization into the xy plane 

for detection during time t2. Thus, the observed cross peaks are the result of 

magnetization transfer (cross relaxation) between two spins during the mixing period. 

2.1.2 NMR Peak Assignment 

The most commonly used procedure for sequence specific resonance 

assignments is the one proposed by Wuthrich and coworkers (Wuthrich, 1982; 

Wagner, 1982). It is based on the observation of sequential NOESY cross peaks 
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(Fig.2.4) and consists of two steps. Firstly, the amino acid spin systems are identified 

with the help of lH_1H cOlmectivity pattems. Second, sequential assignments of these 

spin systems are made based on the observed nOes between adjacent residues . 

. '" '" "' .. '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 

: CH 3 

". '" :. ,",CiH.: 0 . 
': I ~ II ': 

Ni • Ci :\ Ci Ni + 1 ' 

dfl~-I/'-_~Cl I ~ ~ I/-'--~--
d"N • H :. H .: d"N • H :, 

'-- ..... . / '-.." 
----------. dNN 

Figure 2.4 Sequential nOe connectivity diagram (arrows) for a polypeptide segment (from 
Wuthrich, 1986). 

2D COSY and TOCSY connectivities represent spin coupling networks of 

individual amino acids since there is no coupling between protons across the peptide 

Figure 2.5 Connectivity diagrams for common amino acid residues: (a) Leu (b) His, Trp, Tyr and 
Ser (c) pGlu and GIn (d) Arg and Pro (. TOCSY, I COSY+TOCSY). 
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bond. Gly gives to one COSY one TOCSY cross peak (a protons). The 

methyl containing a of two methyl doublets which are 

",v, ....... '", ... , ... to C01mnon y proton (Fig.2.5 a). The p and y protons are usually well 

separated the but the assignment is sometimes "'U"V'F,UV 

the connectivity of both 

due to 

the p and y protons to the (5 (methyl) protons. Hr.",r",'u",.,. 

connectivities, which show only directly bonded protons, can ~VJ,'UJ)lU 

have coupling networks, 

aromatic protons (Fig.2.S b). For Trp and there is no 

observable coupling nPl'UfF'pn p protons and the aromatic protons. pGlu and GIn 

similar coupling networks consisting of a, p and y protons c). 

Assignment of p and y protons can difficult and connectivities may be 

and Pro the are ''''',In, ..... and of a, p, y 

and (5 protons d). 

2.1.3 Obtaining Structural Parameters from NMR Data 

2.1.3a Interproton Distances 

spectroscopy, both in solution and in solid state, can 

variety distance restraints which can 

structure of a biomolecule. The accuracy of 

to compute the three dimensional 

distance measurements depends 

largely on the tec1mique. not order to 

a structure with .... rrUP'l" structures can obtained with 

with relatively poorly defined ~'~'~H~ restraints such as 

mentioned earlier, nOes can be to obtain protons upto 5 

A apart. 

calculated, 

the Isolated Spin Approximation (ISPA), interproton ..... " ...... ,,"''' are 

""J""~'''''''' spin diffusion e~:r'.e;vt"~, usmg equation 

(2.1) 

where rij and Vij to the '""~"~'J~V and volume between two 

protons of interest, and rref and Vref to the same quantities a paIr 

protons (Gronenbom, 1985). ISPA assumes that the proton pair giving to the 

is not with any other The cross in NOESY ,,""' .... T>''l 

can be measured to an 

, it be that 

about 1 0%. Since 

can be obtained 

nOe build 

accurately. 

rate varies as 

local 
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internal motions, with forms of relaxation or pro,cesises limit 

attainable accuracy considerably. 

COlTections for spin diffusion can be to the distances 

using the MORASS (Multi spin Overhauser Relaxation AnalysiS and Simulations) 

algorithm (Meadows et 1994) which use of full relaxation to 

the any structure. The calculated experimental 

nOes can then compared, any adjustments 

until agreement between calculated and experimental is achieved. 

distance bounds or restraints are used as input computer algorithms 

molecular (see 2.2). 

2.1.3b Torsion .teA",;;;;,,,,,,, 

The of three-bond (vicinal) coupling constant 3J is a function of 

the dihedral angle e, originally IH-C-C-1H coupling (Karplus, 1959), 

has the (Jin 

J = A + B cos e + C cos2 e 

where and C are that upon electronegativity. 

using the Karplus relation two fundamental assumptions have to made: (i) that 

the molecular fragment involved is and (ii) the limits precision are 

it is a 

empirically). In pfO'tem.s, 

to 

takes the form 

equation 2.3, the dihedral 

couplings. The dihedral 

are 

particular interest is 3 JHa,HN, which is 

and 

1978; 

calculated from 

1984): 

homonuclear and 

¢ and 'I' are extremely important in 

structure a protein as illustrated by the Ramachandran 

(2.3) 
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H 

angle space 

2.6 Definition of dihedral 
rp and fjI (from Neuhaus and 

989). 

protein structural 

2.7 Ramachandran plot of the 
low energy conformations of the 
peptide chain as a function of rp and fjI 

showing the corresponding to 
a-helix, and left-handed a-
helix (from Neuhaus and Williamson, 
1989). 

'18 
-180 -120 -60 o 

rp 
60 120 t80 

measurement of J '"'v .... "' .... F,.., 

spectrum of a biomolecule can be very 

antiphase multiplet structure of the cross 

COSY spectra 

complicated by 

not C01.Te~mCmQ to 

amalgamate, their 

Fig. 2.1). However, 

of finite 

lines 

true centers of 

an ene dimensional 

3JHa.HN may from the 

in phase sensitive or DQF-

fine structure are often 

and limited In 

extrema of do 

Lines that are tend to 

only one maximum. lines in 

antiphase, overlap causes partial cancellation, thus reducing the intensity of 

than the true the combined and the separation is 

separation. splittings HI-'Jl>"'''''V multiplet structures are an 

unreliable measure coupling constants than 

I 
I 
, 

I 

I 

I , 

I 
I 
I 
• 
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the (Neuhaus et 1985). systematic errors in J values thus 

measured in small proteins must expected for J ~ 5 A second problem arises as 

a result of conformational The measured coupling constant represents the 

time of actual J coupling. For a biological molecule exists as an 

of nOe J contain 

averaged dls:tarlce and information. are 

nonlinear In their 

conformations can lead to 

on geometry, and presence of multiple 

and J that cannot simultaneously 

a conformation. 

2.2 Molecular Modeling 

In general, molecular modeling studies three IS 

selection a model that completely describes the ""C·T"' ..... and ..... uc.Vl\ • .:> the ", .. , ... n" of 

any the atoms and lH""iv\..U.l~," 

of the as a function of the !-'Vi:,.U\JU>.> 

as well as 

atoms 

molecules to be two most common models used are quantum 

mechanics (QM) and molecular mechanics (MM). second of a molecular 

modeling study is the calculation itself, such as an energy minimization, a molecular 

dynamics (l\1D) or Carlo or a etc. 

simulation must 111 to the nrnnprr 

to ensure that simulation has performed properly. 

2.2.1 Describing the system 

The Potential (PES) 

start with iionrelativistic "'''llVY.'Cll<:.' .... '' equation a !polecule: 

H£'(R,r) Bf!(R,r) (2.4) 

where is the Hamiltonian for the system, \f' is the wave function, E is 

In is a of nuclear coordinates R and the 

coordinates r. is far too complex to be any practical use, so certain 

simplifying assumptions are made. Born-Oppenheimer ap~)ro:x:mlatll0n 

Oppenheimer, 1927) is based on the fact the are several thousand 

than the nuclei h""·A-t,.","", move much and can adjust to any 
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111 assumes that the electronic motions are i-h"' ... "'i-,... ... '" 

separable 

independently. The 

two uncoupled equations that can be 

the electronic motion: 

m;(r; R) E\l1(r; R) (2.5) 

and depends only on R. The energy E(R) is a 

function of is usually called the DOl:en1tlal 

u"",,,,,,,uu,,",,, the motion of the nuclei on surface (PES). 

surface E(R): 

H<!J(R) = (2.6) 

solution of IS 

electronic wave functions and as a 

mechanics, which calculates the 

of nuclear coordinates. 

Equation 2.6 is importance to study of the structure and dynamics of 

a molecule. In principle, Eq. could solved potential energy E, and then 

2.6 could be solved. However, for is a hopelessly 

difficult exercise so an empirical fit to known as the forcefield is used 

instead. In addition, since the nuclei are quantum effects are 

often negligible so that Eq. 2.6 cim be replaced by motion: 

_dV _ md2R 
dR - dt 2 (2.7) 

of 2.7 a torce1tleld IS (MD). 

Molecular mechanics (MM) ignores the time 

~ ... _ .... ,..., particular 2:e()meUleS (such as HUHU', ....... structures) and 

a""V"'J,aL"'U energies or other static properties. 

The Forcefield 

computation at the heart of any '~L~~,,,,,,,,,",, is the 

the potential energy for a given configuration atoms. calculation 

of , along with its first and second with to 

yields the information necessary minimization' 
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All forcefield methodologies rely on analytical "'v ... ,,""'''' 

I.IV'.,",U'.HU energy surface a set of ~_~U'w'~ coordinates. The "'-4'.''''-'''-'''<'' 

PES 

The IorceIleUlS 

.u,,·."' ... , ..... ,,' employ a combination of intemal coordinates bond 

angles, torsions to bond part of the 

Waals and 

and interatomic Ul"''':Ulv,",''' to 

atoms. 

nonbond (i.e., van 

sophisticated 

four COInp()llents 

pOltenl1ailS to Morse functions, 

interactions 

may have 

functional 

ay".uuvu,cu terms but 

from simple 

expansions, ....,v.u.u,;u 

(or function) for a .. lVl"""U,", includes mtorrnal10I 

about coordinates that are included in each type interaction. For "A .... "I .... '" it is 

cornmon to exclude interactions between bonded atoms in nonbond 

.. n'~r"·" term~ Thus, a true expression actually use a list of the 

allowed 

consistent-valence rorceltlel0 (CVFF) the 

User I, 1996) is a apl1iPr~ 

,'1:1-1,-" ...... '" et ai, 1988) to reproduce peptide and protein ""1"", .... .,1"1'1 

Parameters are provided for amino acids, water, a variety of other functional 

the default program, it used 

on these and 

L Db[l- e -Cl(b bol ] + L Hs(8-eo)2+ [1 +scos (n<\»] 

b 
(1 ) 

S 
(2) <1» 

(3) 

+ + LLFbb,(b bo} (b'- ) + (8-eo) ( ) 

x (4) b b' (5) S S' 
(6) 

. + LLFbS(b-bo) (e-eo) + L F<1»SS'cos<\> eo) (8'-eo) + 

+ 

b s (7) <1»(8) 

12 2 

(10) 

6] + L qiq/Erij 

(11 ) 
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functional form of energy III IS Eq. 

2.9.8, Terms diagonal terms of 

forcefield the of deformation bond 

torsion (tern1 1) 

IS for term. However, a IS 

available and frequently. The Morse potential is not recommended high 

temperature dynamics. 

Terms are terms between 

deformations of coordinates. example, term 5 

stretching adjacent bonds. terms are required to 

reproduce dynamic properties and some cases, to account 

However, cross terms can become highly 

structures. 

10 and 11 describe nonbondinteractions. Term 10 represents the 

van der Waals 

representation 

.......... "'UVH. and term 11 is with a J..J"'.'UHU 

electrostatic interactions. The 

Coulombic 

constant e can be made 

more see Appendix C user 

A ror'celtlelG IS ",'.d.L",-'Y. its functional also 

(i.e. various constants as 2.8); two forcefields use 

an identical '~LV"VU'~' parameters. Moreover, forcefields 

the same functional form but different '"'u .... ;. .... .> with 

cmno:arame accuracy. A forcefield is generally 

\..t ... .;.;.;;;J.;. ....... to ore:QlC;I celtain """"V;'LA ... n,·rw,prt1t·C' and will be parametrized accordingly. 

functional forms, may 

are 

important feature of a forcefield is its , its 

ability to model a series related 

than to define a new set 

An ,..... .... ,r\1't"'n1' point to rprnp", 

is no one 'correct' fonn-a 

functional forms ,",V.'U.LHVjlU 

for 

the same set of 

individual molecule. 

forcefields are empirical, and 1'h"' .. "'1'I" .... '" 

"'''''''''''.\.! IS one better. 

in molecular mechanics tm'cetlelds are often a 

between computational As the performance of 

f'r\"'T'\,,.ro:ll,p more sophisticated 'u'", .... "',,, computers increases so it becomes to 
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Another is that, order to be able to use techniques as 

HaLHLv". the and 

derivatives with to the atomic ~"' .. u ...... u.,,"'''' 

A concept that is common to most is the atom type .. It is 

ne(:;essary to an atom type to each atom in the The atom IS more 

than atomic number, and usually information about its hybridization 

state and environment. For it is in most 

'-" .. d.L'-'HJ.., to distinguish between the tetrahedral sp3 -hybridized carbon .... v ........ 

trigonal Sp2 -carbons, and the linear force field parameter is expressed 

terms of these atom types, so that the angle for a tetrahedral carbon 

atom would be near 109.5° and that near 120°. The atom types in 

some as welL For example, the 

MM21MM3 Tnrl"""'Tl _UT."r!?·""" that are widely for small 

1977; et al., 1989) following of 

carbonyl, cyclopropane, cyclopropene, radical, and carbonium 

Jon. In the forcefield of Kollman and co-workers (Weiner et al., 1984; 

Cornell et al., 1995) the atom at junction between a a 

membered (e.g. in IS an atom type is 

atom in an isolated Tn,p_Tnp,rn as histidine. 

Finally, a <ltt"1'n1'\t to describe 

reasonable accuracy, interpolates and eXrraDOl::lleS 

relatively small number of molecules used to parametrize 

A .. '-'''''''''''U'-"" with 

data set of the 

forcefield to a larger set 

of and structures. Thus, Ce][lelQ-001[fl the .......... , .... 'J.V"";U 

the approximation in molecular 

modeling. One must therefore bear in mind that of the forcefield, 

applicability to problem at hand, and its to the particular ..... " .... "',,.,., 

calculated, directly rt,.lr,..,.,m validity of the outcome. 

2.2.1c Nonbond Cutoffs 

The ",,,,prcru eXt)re~,Sl(m 2.8 is computationally tractable only for systems 

with relatively small of atoms. number of internal coordinates grows 

with the size of a molecule, so the computational involved in 

terms in Eq. 2.8 linearly. However, the last two which 
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nonbond interactions, a quadratic dependence on number 

atoms in the and consequently, computation required for terms 

quadratically with the number atoms. Therefore, it is common to 

introduce a nonbond the (Brooks et al., 1985). To the 

of cutoffs on computational efficiency, a small 

with a 5000 atoms. calculation would run at 10 times with an 

8A the nonbond telms are rate limiting. The 

danger of course is that, cutoff are not for. 

van Waals 15 or 

more, and therefore, one must value. exact 

dependence of on the cutoff distance be calibrated for each new 

system. In addition, simply cutting the non bond interactions at a distance to 

discontinuities in the energy and its To overcome the 

program uses a polynomial as a Wl1:cnmg function to smoothly tum off the 

,,,,,,,VLH""" over a 

Constraints Restraints 

function a molecule can be modified so as to 

by constraints such as an atom in space, and/or restraints such as 

"'~'~U'.'" an extra torsion to a pal1icular bond to torsion angle to a 

desired value. constraint is an imposed on the calculation, 

whereas a bias that tends to force calculation toward a 

restriction. Lonst.rall1tS and restraints one to focus calculation on a 

also to set palticular on the .... "'t"'n,h 

computational 

types 

modeling-distance restraints 

energy 

are used 

the distance between two atoms toward a 

molecular 

One 

functional form 

harmonic 

distance used in the Discover program has a 

= _ Rtarget) 2 (2.9) 
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where K is a force constant, IS current distance between IS 

the distance ,-,,""1"'1' 2.9.8, 1996). A force constant tends to force the 

a smaller constant a 

cOlTespondingly smaller bias. A is a flat-bottomed harmonic 

,",V'''''H'''''' of continuous regions: 

(R1-Rij) F <Rl 

K2(Rij -R2)2 Rl < Rij :s; R2 

::::: 0 < Rij :s; R3 (2.10) 

K3(Rij -R3)2 < :s; R4 

E4+ (Rij -R4) F R4<Rij 

It is not necessary for potential to be symmetric, and by appropriate 

any of regions may form of the 

distances, and IS particularly 

because the bottom allows 

error in the determined distance. torsion restraints are analogous to 

rather than the distance. restraints with R """".ULIo.'Y as the 

2.2.2 Minimization 

An important 

that are stable 

for molecular structure is to 

amounts to .aU,",UI'.,., a point in 

configurations 

configuration 

two 

conformation. 

minimization, 

net force on each atom vanishes. In practice this is done by 

IV. ',"'-'L" '-'. Energy minimization of a molecule involves 

of ''''''TP1'Yl as a function of 

must and evaluated for some arbitrary 

functions may include extemal restraining terms to the 

to addition to the energy terms. conformation is 

H.U.LVUVLI. A minimum may found one adjustment 

or may require thousands of iterations, depending on starting nature 

molecule. The of the of function, of 

minimization algorithm is to 

evaluate function and the number of iterations needed 
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Line Searches 

Most use line which actually the .... V\JLU,ULU<""'" to a 

new lower structure. An arbitrary on function is chosen as the 

point and the derivative vector from this point is line search is 

simply a one dimensional minimization along this derivative vector. Once 

one dimensional minimum is a new derivative vector is calculated 

point the repeated along this new vector until 

minimum is found. 

2.2.2h Steepest Descents 

the 

truncated line 

the trial 

method, comprehensive line searches are 

gradient has a lower energy. The """.<LV'''' 

required per iteration is thus dramatically 

Also, by constantly changing the direction to match 

local 

actual 

A 

function 

oscillations along minimization path are damped. reliance 

steepest method 'U~'UU'~"", but at the 

same are robust, even for ''''''t''''~'l'' 

method of choice when the "'H1U ..... UL" are 

it 

IS are 

from the minimum, which is often the case for poorly ,,,, .. un .. ·u starting structures. 

2.2.2c Conjug.ate Gradients 

The reason for the 

the minimization path 

It 

continually 

constructed 

set of mutually conjugate 

the direction toward 

a it the 

each direction tum 

steepest descents is the oscillations 

VU,JLV'J'-' of directions in earlier 

problem by controlling the 

an 

such that each "U',"''''''',,1 step 

mmunum. conjugate set is 

Minimization 

the method that is most suitable for large like 

are reasonable. For a system of N only 

and directions from the previous to be stored. nnl·p"'~r to ensure 

I 

I 
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that directions are mutually conjugate, more line must be 

along each direction, thus more function evaluations 

and the time iteration is longer than descents. this is 

more than for the more efficient to minimum. 

Newton-Raphson 

addition to the In the Newton-Raphson lH'-'''IVU. 

search direction, the curvature of function (the second derivative) is 

to a 

used to 

predict where function direction, resulting in 

much ...., .. ~F'.<u" as it apl)earS 

The method involves and 

drawbacks. 

""''-'VB'''' partial 

derivatives (known as the matrix) which is computationally costly. 

when the structure is minimum (where the surface is anharmonic), 

HU"UUU""'~' can become ,",,1>'''U'<''',-, and diverge from mmlmum. 

of the Newton-Raphson method are quasi-Newton-Raphson 

and truncated Newton-Raphson The quasi-Newton method follows the 

gradients to 

a more efficient Here, a matrix the 

is gradients a variety of updating 

Thus actual calculation and inversion IS avoided. 

commonly used updating is Broyden, Goldfarb, Shalmo 

algorithm. 

in two """"..,.<>/,,1'(0 

derivatives 

conjugate 

eW[Ofl-K.apll1SCm method differs from the uu;aSI'-j'l/leWIOn methods 

the search direction is done iteratively 

method, and secondly, the Hessian matrix V<VAU"""'" are 

the the 

away from the minimum or in the 

by making the tolerance for convergence 

dependent on the to tolerance is 

convergence-the 

search direction is " ..... ..,1'(",,,.(1 '-"VAh"V.'VA 
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TI1e choice which to use depends on two factors, of 

system 

below 1 

the ,,,,,,rl>"'" to a minimum. Until derivatives are well 

the point is sufficiently distant a 

minimum that the PTIl"'HJ"1 

and r'4eW1~:)l1-Ka 

is often the 

can 

minimizer to use 

and conjugate 

00 steps, which 

conjugate 

minimization. 

or a Newton-Raphson minimizer can be to complete the 

potentials 

simple 

2.2.2e 

,,1',",,1"1'P·/1 structures, the presence cross terms and 

"'''''j~J'''JU can cause with a 

In 

can be accomplished tuming cross terms 

can be .YU.JVu. back on when minimization approaches 

Criteria 

Mathematically, a minimum is defined as the point at which derivatives 

function is zero and the """,-,vU.u derivative 

minimizers can use only 

In simulations, the ct'''-'H'''''' derivatives 

root mean (nns), or largest value. The 

is positive definite. Nongradient 

as 

as the 

an absolute 

directly. 

the 

because distribution of derivatives is sYlmnetric about zero. The rms derivative is 

a the larger more, and it is 

likely value 

of the The answer U'"'liJ,-,JH'" 

of minimization. the "'" ..... ,'" 

a HAL",",',U";" dynamics run, minimizing to a derivative 1.0 kcal 

morlk i is usually Often, protein systems are stopped 

average between 0.02 kcal mor l kl are achieved. 

quantitative measurements comparisons macromolecular structures are to 

reliable, it may be to minimize until average derivatives on order 

0.002 mor1k l are achieved. 
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2.2.2f Significance of the Minimum Energy 

In analyzing minimization calculations, it should be remembered that, 

all i'" .. ,~",i'1 the energy zero is arbitrary. the potential 

to comparisons of 

cannot be 

calculated 

identical systems. In principle, the calculated """""NTH HHU:'''''''' structure is 

enthalpy at absolute zero, ignoring quantum enzyme-substrate binding 

for a of relative binding of dltter,ent 

an enthalpy calculation for water must made. Also, 

entrorlv ""1C1-""1"i-,, are ignored in such calculations, which be crucial one 

substrates is flexible and the other rigid. 

2.2.3 Molecular Dynamics 

Molecular dynamics (MD) IS of the motions of molecules and 

involves solving a of atoms 

subject to a forcefield. A variety of biomolecules, polymers, and 

catalytic materials can be studied in a variety of states such as crystals, solutions, or in 

the gas study of molecular motion is great interest to chemists and 

biochemists. of by folding and 

all involve motion. During 

simulations, a system undergoes conformational momentum changes so the 

to the molecules can be explored. The COlrno,rm 

search capability of simulations is one most important uses. By controlling 

temperature and pressure simulated systems, it is also possible to ""P'~P .. "'tp 

statistical which 

properties can be MD simulation of a molecular liquid (water) 

was A ..L-.a'UH'." (Rahman and Stillinger, 1971). 

2.2.3a Newton's Equation 

The basis of any MD calculation is the Newton's equation of motion 

(2.11 ) 
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IS mi is the mass, and ai is the acceleration atom i. IS 

2.11 can the D01tentlal energy V with respect to the rj, 

be as 

VI 

The aet:enmrnstlc nature of classical equations of motion 

method 

at later time, 

velocities for a "'VAHIJ'.""'" 

of solving an 

difference JU"',.u"" .... 

and other dynamic mIlornlatJLon 

are calculated. The time step 

The initial coordinates are flPlrpf'lm 

calculation such as minimization, or 

randomly 

and a 

at the beginning of a dynamics run llt'('Ar,rlln 

"''''-'VAU number seed. MD is usually perfonned on 

consuming and memory 

is important in order to generate the correct 

for MD simulations must be 

<1'U·CUH.'U per time step. It should require only un.,u".""u 

large time 

12) 

one to ,",<lI,",U'.(1.,", the 

the 

initial 

and 

integration 

input file 

velocities are 

temperat':lre 

systems. Energy 

Also, energy 

Thus, a 

only one 

memory, 

energy. 

widely used 

Discover equations of 

Verlet leapfrog 

renlenlS reasonably well. 

1970) .:><1.,"11\_" the 

Verlet Leapfrog Integrator 

the position r (I), velocity v 

t, t respectively, compute 

v = v (/-D.t12) + !'it a (I) 

r r (t) + !'it v (/+D.t12) 

a f (1+61) 

is -dVldr at r 
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of this method IS that 

out of 

positions and velocities 

An 'rt'lnnll"T'>'U the integration algorithms is the step, M. For 

computational '-'.0.,1'-'''''''-' 

causes 'HU~~'''' and instability 

should used. , too large a time 

The choice 

step depends on the being studied, as well as the The main 

constraint imposed by the is the highest frequency motion that to 

considered. a vibrational period must consist 8 to 1 0 

are 

constant over the highest vibrational 

bond whose period is the 

in most molecular 

of 1 0. 14 
S. 

integration time step should therefore be about 1 fs. The Verlet 

in Discover a default time step 1 

2.2.3c Duration of Dynamics Simulations 

Dynamics simulations usually involve two 

collection. The duration of on 

purpose 

to 

simulation. equilibration stage prepares 

most probable configuration consistent with 

A to equilibrate 

{1P(Tl'P"~" of freedom. also plays a 

between various local the global minimum are 

equilibration and 

the system and the 

system by bringing it 

target temperature and 

barriers 

barrier crossing may 

is complete vanous 1"hpTT'n.f\r\, quantities 

such as temperature, and pressure, begin to fluctuate about their averages, 

which remain constant over equilibration IS complete, data collection 

......... vu of data collection is by the the "''''''T?l'' 

the being calculated. 

2.2.3d Statistical Ensembles 

it is to etc. 

constant the MD simulation to mimic experimental conditions. Depending on 

which state variables such as temperature volume number of 

particles etc. are kept different statistical ensembles can be OPt1lpr!AITl'l1 

number of dynamical, and can then 
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of most widely are, (1) constant constant 

(NVE); (2) constant volume, constant temperature CNVT); and (3) constant 

constant temperature 

constant volume, constant energy (N VE) , called 

microcanonical ensemble, nor pressure is fixed. IS 

when this ensemble IS energy simulations are not 

suitable because, 

calIDot be However, during the collection 

....... ~'"'.uu,'" for exploring the constant surface of the conformational 

The constant volume, constant temperature ensemble (NVT) is also as 

the is the default 

ensemble is by rnrnrn by 

during initialization and by temperature-bath coupling during 

collection. The volume is kept constant throughout the run. is a useful ensemble 

when conformational CP~"'('I'PC are carried out in vacuum without periodic 

The constant constant lernp,era111 ensemble (NPT) allows of 

both is the n .... ·t"r,'pti ensemble correct 

volume, and are imp0l1ant in simulation, as is the case when 

pel~tollm:ing conformational sealrctles under solution conditions with boundary 

conditions. 

Conformational Molecular 

The Monte as molecular methods can be 

used order to the confOlmational space a molecule. such a 

simulation, system is able to overcome access 

reglOns of conformational space. A Carlo simulation generates 

positions of the atoms ,."nAn" of a molecule by 

(Flory, 1969; Baschnagel et 1991; Rao et ai., 1979; et 1 Gibson 

Scheraga, 1987; Leach et 1990). A true Monte Carlo simulation does not 

include energy minimization. randomly would 

accepted or based on its energy Metropolis criterion (Metropolis et 
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of configurations 

those lower distinction must therefore made a true Monte 

Carlo method and the random search methods. A random search 

conformational space by changing the atomic coordinates or 

V'"'''''-'l''' bonds. The new structure is then usmg 

structure next iteration is 

reDleat(~a (Saunders, 1987; Raber, 1 and 

ai., 1 procedure continues until no new conformations can be found. 

Monte Carlo simulations of molecules are to perform 

unless the system is or " ..... "V1<.41 or are employed. The simplest 

a molecule is to the "'"'uU''' 

L:Q(JfUIIl£llLes randomly. However, even small movements away from an 

bond will cause a increase in energy, and small 

o.''''"H'' displacements are allowed, which means the phase is sampled 

local which is not 

locate a 

the global 

;:'vU''';:'<;;'U earlier are specifically 

to configurations energy mcreases. they are unable to push a 

system over For a more thorough search of conformational space, 

modified 

reality, by 

an ensemble configurations 

temperature. In principle 

are energetically as determined 

the '''''''Pln 

molecule are "'H" .. U ...... u 

""Ull!-l .... u eventuall y. 

Given the 

be numerically 

which thus 1·"'T~1·"'''Pl,.t 

exploring 

motions and fluctuations the 

a ",VAn .. "" of 

is the principle behind UH.'n""UH;U 

IS 

simulations. 

each atom, equation can 

new atom positions at of a 

a trajectory can constructed for all atoms, 

U"'.,,,,.,,U1<;U motions. Molecular is widely used 

(Hagler, 1985; 

1984). It is common to perform the simulation at a 

. Struthers et al. 

temperature. The 

additional the efficiency of 

the ability the to explore PES and 

barriers, 

the possibility 
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the molecule trapped in various local minima. Structures are 

intervals the trajectory for subsequent energy 

temperature dynamics is not without risk, however. it is common for the 

peptide bond to trans to 

simulations. The formation of 

torsional restraint to the peptide bond. 

2.2.3f Simulated Annealing 

Another drawback of high tenlperatlllJ 

during room 

bonds can avoided by a 

IS it leads to high energy 

local can be a 

in which the temperature of a molten substance is slowly 

reduced until a crystaL With careful 

control it is possible to a near perfect that corresponds to the 

is a computational .u"' .. ".)' .... minimum 

that mimics process order to find optimal solutions to problems that have a 

large number of possible solutions (Kirkpatrick et aI., 1983). In conformational 

using 

temperature 

"""'TJ'>' ...... is allowed to attain 

a molecular dynamics or Monte 

equilibrium at a 

simulation. At high 

space and to pass over 

A,..,p,'r",; states more probable 

At absolute zero system should occupy the 

regions of conformational 

tenlpe:rature is lowered, the lower 

.L<U" .... JLH distribution, 

. energy state, the global 

m1l1lmum ~"_'.,",; conformation. However, simulated <LHJ""'''Hlll'''' cannot guarantee to 

find the 

simulated 

molecule to 

minimum. If same answer is obtained from several different runs, 

probability it to true global minimum .. , .... \,' ... ,." 

runs may enable a series 

obtained. 

low energy conformations a 
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Cha pter Three 

Experimental Methods 

3.1 Sample Preparation 

All samples ""''''''''fJ' GnRH were from Prof. R P Millar 

MRC Reproductive Biology Unit, University Edinburgh, UK). ...... U.Jl '-L ~ (acetate 

form) was bought from Sigma Chemical Co. All samples were used without further 

purification. Samples for NMR were by dissolving S.O mg of 1.7 mg 

of [Gln8JGnRH 1.9 [His5Trp7Tyr8]GnRH (GnRH_llI), 1.0 mg of 

"""''''',,-,L (GnRH_IV), and of [6,7 y-lactamGln8]GnRH 

in approximately 0.6 mL each 

Chemical Co.). 

DMSO-d6 (99.9 atom % D, Aldrich 

NMR Experiments 

All NMR experiments were done at on a Varian Unity 400 spectrometer 

~."",>-,~~ with a Smm probe with inverse detection. Proton chemical shifts were 

calibrated against residual DMSO-d6 as internal reference 2.49 ppm). 

Presaturation of residual water was achieved using the transmitter. All data 

was done on a SUN workstation VNMR (Varian 

The window .'-..... 'LvU'V .. " ".u..',-,v,-'u 

shifted were used in the v,""_;:,;:,,,u!", of all 2D spectra. 

Proton assignments were made using and scalar connecti vities 

in conjunction (see Chapter Two), and dipolar couplings 

'were " .... ,"'" .... from (Wuthrich, 1986). '-"V'",./ilH!", constants were 

obtained from proton spectra and DQF-COSY "",,:>,('1'1"'" 1983). 

estimates of interproton ,,,,,,.<Ul'-',,," were calculated from NOESY peak intensities 

1) and torsion angles were calculated from the coupling constants 
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3.2.1 IH NMR Spech'al Parameters 

Table 3.1 Instrumental parameters for the acquisition of lH NM~ spectra 

GnRH GnRH II GnRH ill GnRH IV GnRH V 

Concentration (mg/mL) 8.3 2.8 3.2, 1.7 15.8 

Spectral width (Hz) 4406.3 4406.3 4406.3 5008.8 5008.8 

Resolution (Hz/point) 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134 

No of transients 1024 2048 2048 2048 256 

Total time (- hrs) 1.1 2.l 2.1 2.l 0.3 

3.2.2 DQF-COSY Parameters 

Table 3.2 Instrumental parameters for the acquisition ofDQF-COSY spectra 

GnRH GnRH II GnRH III GnRH IV GnRH V 

Spectral width (Hz) 5008.8 3172.1 3172.1 5008.8 5008.8 

No of increments (ll) 512 264 264 264 256 

No of transients 32 64 64 64 32 

Zero filling 4Kx2K 2KxlK 2KxlK 4Kx2K 2KxlK 

Total time (- hrs) 13.1 11.5 12.6 11.4 5.5 

3.2.3 TOCSY Parameters 

Table 3.3 Instrumental parameters for the acquisition of TOCSY spectra 

GnRH GnRH II GnRH III GnRH IV GnRH V 

Spectral width (Hz) 5008.8 4499.9 3172.1 5008.8 5012.5 

Spin lock (Tm, ms) 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 30.0 

No of increments (tJ) 417 320 264 264 256 

No of transients 32 48 64 64 32 

Zero filling 2Kx1K lKxlK IKxlK 2Kx1K 2KxlK 

Total time (- hrs) 9.7 11.3 11.9 12.2 5.7 
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3.2.4 NOESY Parameters 

Table 3.4 Instrumental parameters for the ofNOESY 

width (Hz) 5008.8 

Mixing time ( Tm, 200 

ms) 

No of increments (tl) 417 

No 

Zero 2KxlK 

Total 10.6 

3.3 Molecular Modeling 

All modeling 

MSI software 

were peI'rOlml::O usmg 

Guide, Part 1, 1996). 'PIe 

was, 

4406.3 31 1 5008.8 

200 200 200 

320 256 

64 64 64 

2KxlK 

16.5 13.0 12.9 

out on a Silicon Graphics 

Simulations, USA, 1996). 

the CVFF 

angles and interproton ,"".:>Lau,",'"" 

5008.8 

200 

256 

64 

2KxlK 

8.3 

workstation 

the 

NMR were to constrain the molecule during the 

mechanics calculations. The structure obtained from initial calculation was used in 

the MORASS nY',",""""""" NOESY spelctra diffusion ew:cts 

account (Meadows et 1994). 

matrix were then compared with the 

adjustments were then made to the distance 

the 

observed nOes. Necessary 

followed by energy 

minimization the structure, so as to get experimental and 

calculated nOes. The Ql/6-factor calculated by MORASS are indicators 

of the agreement between experimental 

definitions ofR-factor and QI/6_T2"Tnr 

- Ht\,LV1 were as 

calculated nOe volumes (see appendix for 

0.1 for the R-factor and 0.02 the 

and nOe comparison was was 

achieved n'>T'<XT",.-n 

was in 
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Conformational were performed usmg simulated (See 

appendix for a listing of the input file used in the Discover The 

molecule was equilibrated at 400 20 000 time of one fs each. was 

followed by a data collection during which constant energy dynamics was 

out and structures stored at 5 000 fs A 8 structures were thus 

collected. structures were then 

followed by data collection 

these structures was 

which a further 6 then equilibrated at 350 

structures were collected, a total of 48 structures which were then 

minimized. of these structures was then equilibrated at 300 K and a further 4 

structures collected from each starting structure. The 192 structures obtained 

were minimized and then grouped into families conformers based on Root 

Mean Square (RMS) deviations of the backbone atoms. Families 

and small populations were discarded as low probability structures. 

probability conformers were subjected to further structural analysis. 

docking calculations were programs m the 

pulldown of the Docking module Chapter 5). 
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Chapter Four 

Conformations of GnRH 

4.1 

4.1.1 Assignments 

chemical shifts 

and connectivity ..... "'nrp1"T"I 

A. Results 

protons were 

with the known 

Analogs 

by comparing 

""l)lH'!". networks of amino 

Y"\,.l'U'U with the connectivities 

other and (Wessels et 

1986; Sikakana et 1991), and random coil IH chemical 

shifts 20 common amino acid residues (WUthrich, 1986). The 

Toes Y spectrum is shown 4.1a. In 1 b, a portion of the 

spectrum is expanded showing COImeCU~Il{lies 

~r--------------------'~---r======~~~~ 
r". 

aiI'I 

v 

Figure 4.1a The TOCSY spectrum (full) of GnRH. 

\~ 
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overlapping resonances occur, one at 

The peak at 8.01ppm was to by 

" 

the other at 8.02ppm. 

a strong NOESY 

i---------------------~oa 0 

y 

n 1,,.1 

4.1b region of the TOCSY 

Table 4.1 chemical shifts (ppm) for GnRH in DMSO-d6 at 25°C 

aH ~H Other 

3.97 2.13,1.76 yCH2 : 2.01, 1.99 

His2 8.01 4.40 2.86,2.78 2H: 7.48, 4H: 6.76 

Trp3 8.15 4.54 3.14,2.96 2H: 7.11, 

7.04, 7H: 7.30, 10.81 

Ser4 8.40 4.30 3.56,3.50 

Tyr5 8.02 4.38 2.93,2.74 2,6H: T02, 6.61, 

Gly6 8.25 3.71,3.71 

Leu7 7.91 4.33 1.42,1.42 yH: 1 

8.21 4.45 1.62,1.50 1 

Pro9 4.23 2.03,1.79 1.91,1 

G1ylO 8.27 .57 
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4.2) at (3.97,8.0 

(S.01,4.40ppm) from 

to 

" "'" 

based on 

and GlylONH , 

r---

53 

arising from pGlu I o:H and and a 

o:H· at S.02ppm was 

nOe signal at arising from 

8.27ppm were 

a similar manner with the help of the 

4.2 NH-aH region of the NOESY ofGnRH 

Table 4.2 DOe distances for GnRH derived from NMR data ISPA 

DOe 

pGluiaH - His2
NH 

aH - Trp3NH 

Trp3 aH - Ser4NH 

Ser4O:H - Tyr5NH 

o:H - Gly6NH 

o:H - 1 

o:H - GlylONH 2.70 

H' 2 H' 2 IS NH - IS o:H 3.03 

Trp3NH - Trp3o:H 3.30 

NH - Ser4aH 3.07 
7 7 Leu NH - Leu aH 3 

3 

at 

aW 

to 
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4.1.2 nOe Distances 

The were from 

volumes using aromatic protons Trp36H and 

was used as the "''''T,'''''''''I''II'"" The distance between these "'''''T'''''''''''' protons was 

taken as 2.48 A. The 

rI"'T,,,""T&>rI was 3.36 (Arg8NH.aH). the 

and GlylO were ..... "'""u, .. v,,.., for calculating nOe '-<."' .. ",,,..,"'''' because of peak 

overlap. The results are given Table 

4.1.3 Torsion Angles 

three-bond coupling constants were obtained from DQF-COSY 

spectrum 4.3). 

Ser' 

Figure 4.3 

torsion angles 

any given of the '-',",U.ULLL!"'-

concentrated range 

Arg~ 

to 

spectrum of GnRH 

in Table were 

provides as many as four solutions. 

Glyare 

(Richardson, 1981). This requirement 

UUJlU .... ..," two of the solutions. Of the l'-'AJU'.uUU,,!"J two the ones showed the 
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agreement with the MORASS starting structure were used subsequent 

Table 4.3 NMR-derived torsion forGnRH 

Residue 

His2 -153 
Trp3 -1 

Ser4 7.0 -158 
Tyr5 8.1 

GIl 169 

Leu7 

54 

4.1.4 Molecular Dynamics 

The acids 

minimized the NMR-derived distance gec)me:try to ,",Vl1;)UCUU 

energy 

molecule. 

These distance constraints were calculated from experimental using the 

which diffusion and therefore were subject 

Table 4.4 of nOe volumes MORASS calculation 

Iteration # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

R-factor 0.84 0.51 0.28 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.08 

Q1I6 0.26 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 

to considerable error. This is ""1-"""""" true for peptides mlxmg 

times are U'"'~,U""U. data were therefore corrected using MORAS MORASS 

calculates spectrum spin diffusion into account, compares the 

experimental nOe volumes with calculated 

agreement oelwe:en the two by calculating the 

et al., 1994)). Necessary ,..",.u",u,., were then 

the .. ..,'."LJ,vn 

to the 

the level of 

(Meadows 

.,,,., ........ ,,,,,,u distances 

(4.1) 
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I • 
r nOe IS distance, so as to obtain agr,;!eIIlent ,.,,,,r'H<><>" theory 

was seven times 

R 0.08 QI/6 0.01. The oroQ:re:ss of i"r.r.UPlrITPlni"P is 

m 

Table 4.5 MORASS-refined nOe distance constraints for GnRH used in molecular dynamics 

nOe 

llH -

S 4 -er llH -

Tyr5 llH GIl NH 

llH - Arg8
NH 

llH -

H· 2 
IS NH-

- Trp311H 

- Ser4
11H 

Lower bound 

2.70 

2.60 

2.70 

2.70 

3.00 

3.00 

3.40 

3.30 

Table 4.6 Torsion constraints for GnRB used in molecular 

Torsion 

-1 

62 

-153 

-173 

-173 

-148 

53 

-143 

-1 

-1 

150 

-165 

3.10 

3.00 

10 

3.10 

2.80 

3.40-

3.80 

3.70 

The new distance constraints were to set the rP<:!t"r<lln file simulated 

annealing step. lower 

for the 

volumes, ± 0.5 

and 

upper bounds were calculated 

which corresponds to an error of 

of± 

30% the nOe 

the coupling constants. The are given in Tables 
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4.1.5 Conformers of .. .:n: ........ LL 

A total structures were generated energy during 

run using protocol outlined in section 3.3 (see for 

energIes these structures ranged 166 to 178 kcal/mol. The 

structures were grouped into such members of same 

a maximum backbone RMSD 1.0. (Note this method clustering 

many members included in more than one at the same time.) This 

produced a total of families. Of families with low populations and 

energies were discarded as probability structures. The of low 

families not mean that the confonnations are discarded because, as explained 

above, they occur repeatedly different The three 

families of are m 

confonners are shown in 

Table 4.7 The main families of structures ofGnRH 

Family 

B 

C 

167 

168 

1 

and the structures of 

Frequency 

50 

RMSD 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

root 

Confonner A the 'global minimum' (throughout this discussion, the lowest 

structure sampled during a confonnational IS to as the global 

minimum). three structures occur with approximately same frequency. The 

confonner B is very to the global minimum, C has 

considerably energy. A comparison of the backbone RMSDs the three 

Table 4.8 RMSDs of conformers of GnRH with 

B 

C 

to the global minimum 

0.0 

1.5 

1.4 
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f'n.,tnrn1p>,.<! with to global minimum is in Table Clearly, 

conformers similar structures, an indication a fairly well 

backbone structure. is also evident Fig. 4.4. 4.5, an of 10 

(randomly chosen) members of family is shown. 

Figure 4.4 The predominant conformers of GnRH 

N-terminus 

Figure 4.5 Overlay of structures (10 frames) offamily A 

difference between the "' .. uv""''''- .. ", .... and experimental for 

the three conformers are In 
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Table 4.9 Deviations of calculated torsion from ~)(m~nm values for GnRH 

Conformer 

A 

B 

C 

The calculated 

2 

1 

1 

are 

1 

2 

3 

1 

1 

of the experimentally 

10 shows the deviations of the 

lUeem,em: is very good 

2 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2 

Table 4.10 Deviations of calculated nOe distances from experimental values for GnRH 

nOe 

pGlu\l:H -

H' 2 IS aH 

aH -
4 

Ser aH-

Tyr5 aH-

aH -

aH -

aH 

aH 

Ser
4
NH aH 

aH 

Conformer A 

-0.02 

0.01 

-0.04 

-0.04 

-0.04 

-0.18 

rcalc - rex (A) 

Conformer B C 

-0.01 . 0.01 

-0.04 

-0.01 

-0.01 

-0.02 0.02 

-0.04 

0.01 

-0.07 

-0.03 

-0. 

-0.13 11 

1 

for all 

distances 

and 

violations were observed, which are shown 11. In 

That 

but was uv"""" .. 

nOe 

as 

violations, both the presence and 

to internuclear distance a measurable 

VUJL"",j,U"'U as an nOe violation and 

These violations may 

LV .... ""." times for local molecular motions, 

observed 

an 

factors 

short 
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conformations short low 

poor to ratio. 

Table 4.11 nOe violations in conformers ofGnRH 

nOe Distance (A) 

- Ser\H 

Pr09 aH - Arg8
aH 

Experiment 

absent 

absent 

absent 

The n"",.",!",,, dihedral uu"" ... " $ and \II 

3 

the 

"'V.A"',,",UUU"'VU, and 

17 

2.86 

c 

do not correspond to a ~ n type tum region. However, the (i) to (i+3) 

distance this 

""1' ........ ," Ser
4 

to all fall in the of 

the daN i+ 1) 

to 3.2A which is 

of type n turns. In addition, ~ turns Pro at 1, Gly and Asn at 

Table 4.12 Intramolecular H-bonds in GnRH 

Conformer A 

2.04 

1.76 

1 

1 

2.32 

and GIn and at i+ 3 (Wilmot 

Conformer B' 

H-bond 

2.70 

2.81 

1 

Thornton, 1988). 

Conformer C 

H-bond 

1.92 

1.84 

2.71 

1 

2.04 

2.06 

for "-'U.L~,L. it is difficult 

to determine unambiguously whether the begins at Ser4 or Tyr5
. ~ tum is 

stabilized by the existence hydrogen bonds involving residues. 

hydrogen bond is distance between the H-bonded proton and 

the electron ac(~eptor atom not exceed A and the angle by 
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atoms (donor-hydrogen-acceptor) is not less than 120°. "T/1, .. ,,(',&>" bonds a 

III close to each 

Table 4.13 (l) to en (i+ 3) distances for confonners of GnRH 

segment distance (A) 

Conformer A B Conformer C 

GIl Leu7 6.0 

Leu7 Arg8 1 

pr()Xlml1t)1 of the termini as by the pGlulC-GlylOC distance is shown in 

14. The H-bonds pGlulO and GlylOHN, Trp3HN and are 

to be crucial in Kee~pmlg termllt1l close together. 

Table 4.14 Distance between the termini of confonners of GnRH 

Atoms Distance (A) 

A Conformer B Conformer C 

3.9 4.3 4.2 

P tum, are involved a , which constitute 

... -vv ...... " probably induce .;>cauu ......... the tum. ele:cU'on deficient 

two 

by the three 

chain exhibit 

involving these 

unique importance of This may explain 

conformation of native ' .. HJCL ........... 

Proton Assignments 

H-bonding capability as 

in each of the 

in effecting the rec1eptc::>r 

chemical protons were _v~ .. ,...,.._ COSY, 

and NOESY 

overlap 

were 

as 

';>UAlIU'" coupling 

''';::''.n, ...... with the help of the 

His2 and 

two residues 

spectrum. 
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pGIII' 
a 

___ l_e_1I7 ______ 1 _(l __ .I~ID------;I\-~-~ 

====Tyr=1 ===HiS=l ===: ~==:=::jI,jIjC=:~ ~A~ ,2 

-ilr~~'2 

'·1 

Ser" 1'" 

, · .. ,~··-.___.~,---,--.._________r-·-·~-'-l .... ~~~--.. -~-.. ,---,-.-,~-~.". 
, $. 4 1 J: 

4.6 NH of the ___ ~ __ ._ TOCSY ""Pl'm,rn 

Table 4.15 IH chemical shifts (ppm) for in DMSO-d6 at 25"'C 

Residue 

pGlu1 

7.94 4.42 7.25, 6.81 

Trp3 8.08 4.55 3.1 7.1 4H: 7.58, 6H: 

7.32, NH: 10.76 

Ser4 1 

7.92 4.43 7.04, OH: 18 

8.16 ,3.71 

Leu7 1 1.42 yH: 1 BCH3: 0.86,0.83 

GinS 8.18 1 14,1 1.95,1 

Pro9 2.04,1 1 1.82, 

GlylO 8.22 3.58,3 

nOe Distances 

could not be integrated and 'th", ... ",'t ....... '" 

were not 

to 

limit was The 
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." 
.,' 

4.7 of the NOESY 

Table 4.16 nOe distances for 

nOe 

aH -
pGlulaH - His2

NH 

aH -
Ser\H -

Leu
7 
aH - Gln8

NH 
7 7 Leu NH - Leu aH 

Pr09 

4.2.3 Torsion Angles 

______ '- derived from Nl\1R data 

Distance 

2.67 

3 

ISPA 

The constants were from (Fig. 

angles coupling constants are glven Table 17. 

constants could not of poor 

resolution to line Of(}aClen,lI 

Molecular Dynamics 

MORASS rennea (R =: 0.10, 0.015) 

are given Table 4.18. constraints are in Table 19. 

and bounds torsion <4.u!".".,;) were calculated an 
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@ 

o~~@ 
Gil 

o 

Leu7 

TyrSo~@ 

li~@ 
eQ~ 

Figure 4.8 NR-aR region oftbe DQF-COSY spectrum of GnRH_II 

Table 4.17 NMR-derived torsion angles for GnRH_II 

Residue 3JHNa (Hz) ~ (0) 

H"2 IS 8.9 -133 

Tyr5 8.9 -l33 

G1y6 6.4 -151 

Leu7 7.7 -162 

GIn8 8.2 -146 

6.4 -151 

uncertainty of ±1.0 Hz in the coupling constants. 

Table 4.18 MORASS-refined nOe distances of GnRH_II used in molecular dynamics 

nOe Lower bound (A) Upper bound (A) 

pGluiNH - pGlu\xH 2.47 2.87 

pGlu l
aH - His2

NH 3.74 4.14 
H" 2 T 3 IS uH - rp NH 3.17 3.57 
S 4 5 er aH - Tyr NH 2.96 3.36 

Gln8NH - Leu7
uH 2.95 3.35 

Leu7NH - Leu7 aH 2.82 3.22 

Pro9 aH - GlylONH 3.34 3.74 
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Table 4.19 Torsion constraints of GnRH_II used in molecular dynamics 

Residue ~Iower (0) <Pupper (0) 

H' 2 IS -145 -120 

Trp3 -180 0 

S 4 er -180 0 

Tyr5 -145 -120 

GIl -167 -158 

Leu7 -156 -146 

GIn8 -152 -141 

Glyl0 -156 -146 

4.2.5 Conformers of GnRH II 

Using the same lVID protocol described for GnRH, a total of 192 structures 

were generated and energy minimized. The energies of these structures varied from 

225 to 251 kcal/mol. These were then grouped into families of maximum backbone 

RMSD of 1.0. This generated 17 families, of which 13 high energy, low frequency 

ones were discarded, leaving four major families of conformers. These are given in 

Table 4.20. Structure A is the global minimum. Family B is the most populated group 

followed by A. The energies of structures A and B are relatively close to each other. 

Thus, these two are likely to be the most predominant conformational states of 

GnRH II in solution. 

Table 4.20 The main families of structures of GnRH II 

Energy of root Maximum 
Family conformer Frequency RMSD 

(kcal/mol) (backbone) 

A 225 56 1.0 

B 227 77 1.0 

C 230 29 1.0 

D 233 26 1.0 

The structures of the four conformers are shown in Fig. 4.9. Their backbone RMSDs 

relative to the global minimum are compared in Table 4.21. The RMSDs are much 

greater than for GnRH, indicating a more flexible peptide backbone or the absence of 
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a conformation shows deviations of 

calculated torsion from .. V1 ..... 1'·, ..... "'"1~., 

GnRH. Table 

results. The Q1't;;:enlerlt IS very 

Figure 4.9 The most probable conformers of 

Table 4.21 RMSDs of the conformers of GnRH_II from the global minimum 

B 

C 

Table 4.22 Deviations of calculated torsion 

c 2 

2.0 

from experimental values for 

1 
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Table 4.23 Deviations of calculated nOe distances from experimental values for GnRH_II 

which 

nOe 

- pGlulaH 

-0.01 

0.03 

Conf. C 

0.06 

-0.05 

Conf. D 

0.05 

-0.03 

".U"L"'UV"'''' are compared with the calculated in Table 

llii;)i;=:,.t.lUl'wCl.liL In cases. The largest deviations are 

In Table 4.24 below, the nOe .... L.l·VU.:J are 

involving pGlu and Ser residues are not nn"pT"<{Pri 

may due to the mobility exhibited by these 

account for variability of the structures. 

Table 4.24 nOe violations in conformers of GnRH_Il 

tum is 

Table 4.25 

Distance (A) 

ConfA ConfB 

2.28 absent 

absent 3.31 absent 

absent absent 3.24 

absent 3.42 

absent absent absent 

a tum about the Gly6 residue in all 

(Table 4.26). 

distances for conformers 

Conformer A 

6.8 

6.5 7.0 

is 

absent 

The 

LonIOrrnler D 
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Table 4.26 Intramolecular H-bonds in 

Conformer A 

ConformerB 

Conformer C 

Conformer 

68 

H-bond 

- pGlulO 

- pGlulO 

Gln8HE21 -

- Ser40 

Ser4HN pGlu19 
- pGlulO 

- pGlulOE 

_ Trp30 

Gln8HN- Trp30 

- pGlulOE 
4 - Ser OG 

- Trp30 
_ Trp30 

Gln8HE21 - Hilo 

Glyl'1IN - Ser40 

- pGlulO 

Tyr5HN - Ser40G 

Glyl'1IN - Ser40 

COfLtormers A, and C, but not D. It is likely as 

found all Itu"rnp-rc is stabilized by the network 

Table 4.27 Distance between the termini of conformers 

Atoms Distance (A) 

A Conf. B Conf. C 

1 

2.87 

2.60 

1.74 

1.95 

2.08 

1.68 

1 

1.87 

2.09 

1 

2.77 

1.96 

2.09 

1.89 

2.02 

2.90 

2.05 

1.60 

2.09 

2.58 

the turn IS 

However, in 

D 

9.9 
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GnRrCli the two termini are located much further apart in GnRH (Table 4.27) 

and point away from each other. The termini are furthest in conformer D in which 

GInS does not any H-bonds. 

4.3.1 Proton Assignments 

4.10 N!! 

.. .... 
t •• 

"'1. , 

o 

of the TOCSY spectrum of GnRH_III 

4.11 region oftbe NOESY 
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assignment the proton spectrum was occurrence 

"""HJUU":' peaks. (8.14 ppm) His5N}l (8.15 ppm) were assigned 

with the overlapping aHs were '"''''Jll<.1''''' using NOESY spectrum. 

4.10) in conjunction NOESY 11) spectra. final oroton 

,",H', .. "",,,,_,! shifts are Table 

4.3.2 nOe Distances 

nOe '",,;)C<>'ll"'''';) are nOes were 

peak was as the 

reference U1;)'.<111\,,,, calculations. was 3.52 

Torsion 

torsion ~ were ",<>'''_"UllL",U from 3 JHNa.. measurement 3 
JHNa. 

was complicated in cases (T rp 7 
, 

ther'etore the was not The 

4.3.4 Molecular Dynamics 

The 

R 0.05 

per'lm,ental nOe \')'l;)LaLl"",;) were 

QI/6 = 0.01 were achieved. 

peak overlap 4.12) 

are given in 4.30. 

using ,LV",,' .. "'''''''''' until of 

refined were used for 
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simulation. The are given 4.31. The torsion constraints are 

gIven Table 4.32. The uncertainty in the ~~'"''''A.'U''' constant values was .0 Hz, 

Table 4.29 nOe distances for 

" I,,. 

"1 

nOe 

pGlu\1.H -

H' 2 
aH - IS NH 

H' 2 
- IS PHI 

aH - Ser
4 

NH 

PHI - Ser
4 

NH 

pm - Ser
4 

NH 

H· 5 
aH - IS NH 

H' 5 
PHI - IS NH 

aH - Gly6 NH 

NH - Tyr8 PHI 

NH - Tyr8 PH2 

--_____ .--- derived from Nl\1R data using ISPA 

, .... 

3 

Figure 4.12 DQF-COSY spectrum of GnRH_III ch",UNr,,, NH-o.H 
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Table 4.30 NMR-derived torsion angles for 

Residue 

7.4 
7.8 

Ser4 5.2 
Hiss 7.3 
Gly6 5.5 

5.2 

Table 4.31 MORASS-refined nOe distances of 

nOe 

H· 2 T 3 IS aH - rp NH 

Trp3~Hl - Trp3
NH 

Trp3 c.tH - Ser 4NH 

aH - Ser4
NH 

- Ser4
NH 

- Ser4
NH 

H· 5 
c.tH - IS NH 

- His5
NH 

aH - Gly6NH 

- Tyr8NH 

- Tyr8NH 

72 

-85 
-89 
-68 

-156 

-70 

-68 

-168 

___ . __ -- used in molecular 

3.21 

2.50 

2.08 

1 

15 

3 

2.39 

2.83 

2.69 

Table 4.32 Torsion constraints for ~_,.~ __ ~~ used in molecular 

Torsion 

3.61 

3 

3.23 

3.16 

3.09 
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Conformers of GnRH III 

As described earlier, a of 1 were 

unA . .,u ......... ,'"' during the 

structures were into ua"'·I\.U'Jl1'-' RMSD of 1.0 was used 

31 families were found, with 11 of them having indicates 

the backbone, although, several of families 

Therefore were ""'~V""'.J"U using an RMSD 

This gave 9 families, of which low probability, energy ones were discarded, 

thus 

even their pn,"'rO'1P" 

Table 4.33 The main families of structures of GnRH III 

A 304 

B 305 

C 306 

E 310 

Figure 4.13 The predominant conformers of GnRH_III 

Table 

close to 

54 

31 

47 

43 

families

Thus, it would 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 
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to assume that these COfltormers similar probabilities of occurrence 

in solution. structures are shown in backbone RMSDs the five 

structures with reSt)ect to the minimum are In 4.34. 

Table 4.34 RMSDs of conformers of GnRH_ID relative to global minimum 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Backbone RMSD 

0.0 

2.6 

3.3 

the backbone structures the different conformers 

to a extent than 

a highly backbone. experimental 

Table 4.35 Deviations of calculated' nOe distances from values for 

nOe 

ConfA ConfB 

aH - 0.04 -0.01 -0.02 

R2 IS aH-

H' 2 H' 2 IS PHI - IS NH -0.02 -0.02 -0.05 

aH - -0.02 -0.05 -0.04 

- Trp3NH 0.02 0.01 

Trp3 aH - -0.05 0.03 -0.05 0.02 

Ser4
aH - Ser4

NH 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 
4 - Ser NH -0.07 -0.05 -0.07 -0.05 

-0.06 -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 

S 4 H' 5 er aH - IS NH -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 

0.01 

0.05 -0.03 0.02 -0.05 

- Tyr8
NH -0.01 

Tyr8
pH2 Tyr8

NH -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 

Pro9 
aH - GlyJONH 0.07 0.08 0.02 -0.03 

from the global 

-0.03 

-0.04 

0.07 

-0.07 

-0,04 

-0.02 

1 

-0.02 

-0.03 

0.01 
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angles for 

As can 

conformers are cOIDnare:C1 Table 

well seen from the the calculated 

experimental values for conformers A, C, and The deviations in torsion 

Table 4.36 Deviations of calculated torsion 

Conformer 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

-1 

1 

-1 

-1 

from experimental values for GnRH_III 

-I -1 

-1 

-2 1 

. This is ",v •• ",,,,.,,,,,,, with the observation 

N-terminal is highly flexible. 

Several interresidue backbone that are nr ... " ... n in the calculated spectra 

violations are result 

of increased I..IU", ....... "J"'"' motions, ,,,,",,v"'LLU1.j::, 

Table 4.37 nOe violations in conformers 

nOe Distance (A) 

Exp. Conf. B C Conf. D E 

pGIU1NH - absent 2.16 

H'2 IS NH- absent absent absent 

3 absent 3. absent absent absent absent Trp NH- aH 

H'5 IS NH- absent absent absent 

Gly6NH - absent absent 3.14 

GlylONH - aH absent absent 3.34 absent 

a P type turn 

(i) to Ca 

the Gly6 all conformers D, as 

shown by below. 
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Table 4.38 (I) to Ca 

Peptide segment 

H· 5 
IS 

76 

distances for confonners of GnRH_III 

Conf. A 

6.9 

7.0 

Conf. B 

8.6 

(i+3) distance 

Conf. C 

9.0 8.2 

H-bonds are nr .. "pnr in all structures, which are given in Table 4.39. 

Table 4.39 Intramolecular H-bonds in 

Conformer ConformerB 

H-bond H-bond 

TyrSHH pGlulOE 

- Trp30 

H12-

Conformer D 

His5HN Trp30 1.99 

- GlylOO 2.05 

Trp7HN-

GlylOHN- Trp70 

AMlN 1 -

14 

0 

ConformerE 

2.35 Trp7HN - GlyJOO 

1 pGluiHN Tyr80 

3.00 Tyr8HN - pGlulO 

Conf. E 

8.4 

5.9 

2.38 

1.96 

1.98 

2.12 

15 

1.89 

1.97 

1.81 

2.10 

1.90 
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In conformers A and 

In B and C they are 

two are relatively close to other (Table 4.40). 

loA apart. Thus, the backbone shows much grel3.ter 

conformational flexibility than both GnRH 

Table 4.40 Distance between the termini contornaers of GnRH III 

Atoms Distance (A) 

pGlulC - GlylOC Conf A ConfB. ConfC ConfD ConfE 

7.1 12.6 10.0 5.9 8.9 

4.4.1 Proton , .. "".jO, .. AAA .. ' .... " 

is shown in 4.14. are s~veral 

ppm) 

(8.29 ppm), D-Trp6
NH (8.09 

NH (7.80 ppm), Trp3NH (8.28 ppm) 

Gln8
NH (8.1 0 ppm)]. These were 

a;);)l!';l.l\~U with the help of COSY, TOCSY and NOESY (Fig. 4.15) connectivities. The 

chemical shifts are given in Table 1 

" t.,. 

o 

i:::::====::...'~~' ~.~ 

Figure 4.14 NH region of the TOCSY spectrum of GnRH_IV showing connectivities 
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Table 4.41 IH chemical shifts (ppm) for in at 25°C 

Residue NH Other 

pGlu 1 7.68 yCH2 : 1 

4.49 2.51 

Trp3 4.57 2.87 1, 6.95, 

6H: 10.79 

Ser4 8.29 1 3.56, OH: 5.01 

8.06 4.55 2.86 6.44, OH: 9.18 

D-Trp6 8.09 4.61 3.13,2.98 6.91, 

6H: 7.03, 7.30, 

8.17 4.26 1 yH: 1.31, 0.76,0.69 

GIns 8.10 4.42 . 1 , 1.73 

Pro9 1.98, 1 yCHz: 1 

NHEt 7.80 CH2: 3 0.96 

4.4.2 nOe Distances 

The spectrum region) GnRH_IV is shown in 15. 

Pro' au-NHEt Nli 

4.15 NH-aH oftbe NOESY spectrum of 
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overlapping could not .-,...".~.~, .... accurately and therefore were not 

for calculations, NMR-derived nOe distances are given Table 

4.42. nOe detection limit was 3 A. 

Table 4.42 DOe distances for GnRH_IV derived from NMR data using ISPA 

nOe 

pGlu\'tH - TyrSNH 

H' 2 H' 2 IS o.H - IS NH 

H' 2 o.H - IS I3HI 

H· 2 T 3 IS o.H - rp NH 

H ' 2 S 4 
IS NH - er o.H 

- Trp3
NH 

- Trp3
NH 

uH 
4 S 4 Ser o.H - er PHI 

6 D-Trp uH-

uH -
7 o.H - Leu NH 

- D-Trp6
NH 

D-Trp613HI - D-Trp6 o.H 

Leu7o.H 

Leu7 a.H - Gln8
NH 

GIn8
NH - Gln8

pHI 

Gln8
NH - Gln813H2 

GIn8 a.H - -

4.4.3 Torsion Angles 

Distance 

2,61 

2.99 

3.12 

2.53 

2.44 

3.32 

3.01 

2.97 

2.48 

2.50 

1 

1 

2.81 

3,00 

3.16 

2.84 

The measurement of 3JHNa. was complicated in many cases (Trp3, Ser4
, D_Trp6, 

overlap 16). The values are given Table 4.43. The 

uncertainty is ±1.0 Hz. 
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4.16 DQF-COSY of NH-oH \"uU'l.ILU!/5 

Table 4.43 NMR-derived torsion for 

His2 8.0 -90 

Trp3 -1 

7.3 56 

Tyr5 -84 

D_Trp6 7.4 155 

7.6 -88 

Gln8 -156 

4.4.4 Molecular 

nOe distances in Table 4.42 were refined using MORASS (R == 0.08, QI/6 

= 0.02). The refined distance constraints used in MD are in Table 

are given Table 
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Table 4.44 MORASS-refined nOe distance constraints for 

nOe 

H' 2 
aH - IS PH1 

H· 2 T 3 IS aH - rp NH 

- Ser4
a H 

, 3 
TrpJ pm - Trp NH 

aH 

S 4 4 
er aH - Ser PHI 

T 6 4 D- rp aH - Ser NH 

Tyr5 
aH D-Trp6

:N1-I 

aH - Leu
7
NH 

- D-Trp6
NH 

D-Trp6pH1 - aH 

aH - Leu7
NH 

Leu7 
aH - Gln8

NH 

- Gln8
pHI 

Gln8
NH -

9 
aH - Pro I5Hl 

Pro9 

3 

1 

3.06 

18 

2.66 

3.69 

3.06 

3.28 

2.37 

2.30 

2.01 

2.69 

2.46 

2.61 

2.80 

2.66 

3.35 

Table 4.45 Torsion constraints for OnRH_IV 

Residue 

Leu7 

Gln8 

-101 

62 

-164 

145 

-97 

64 

-144 

-147 

162 

47 

3.61 

3.06 

4.09 

3.46 

3.68 

2.77 

3.09 

2.86 

3.01 

3.20 

3 
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4.4.5 Conformers 

U sing the same annealing protocol described bet:on~, 192 structures 

were generated "' ........ n'u minimized during the :>llllUl,aU\Jll. having energies 

rangmg 

conformers 

energies and 

given in 

to, 311 kcallmoL These structures ~~,~" .. , . .,., 

u, ... ,r>.,Uu, ...... u oaCil(Oolne RMSD 1.0. 

u,"".",,, .. ,,, were discarded. 

below. 

Table 4.46 The main families of structures of GnRH IV 

c 

The existence 

This is to be 

129 

structures an J.'u"''' . ...,,,'U\JU 

".,'"LLv,", of aD-amino 

ETIlL 

Figure 4.17 The main conformations of GnRH_IV 

a 

seven families of 

Lauu ... '"," with high 

main families are 

1.0 

U,",J.ll.l";;;U backbone. 

(D_Trp6) 

I 
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the peptide backbone, a P type tum about this Structure A 

IS global minimum. The of the three structures lie to each other. 

and C occur with frequency. The are shown 

In The backbone conformers relative to mlmmum 

are Table 4.47. 

Table 4.47 Backbone RMSDs of conformers relative to the minimum 

Conformer 

A 

B 

C 

conformers A C 

Backbone RMSD 

0.0 

1.0 

very similar va\"l\.VVHI",<:> B 

,1"1", ... "".,1" structure. In Table 4.48 experimental and 

Oe'/lallOflS of the calculated compared. Table 4.49 

torsion angles are 

distances for the three 

conformers from the experimental results. 

Table 4.48 Deviations of calculated torsion angles from pvr,pnm 

A 

B 

C 

agreement 

___ ,.., ___ deviation IS 

3 

3 

3 

show only very variation for all 

2 

1 

and 

show very good agl:eelnelnt between theory 

values for GnRH IV 

-4 

-4 -2 

is quite 

conformers, 

backbone nOe 

All these 

point to the a well defined backbone cOlltorm 

3 

1 

1 
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Table 4.49 Deviations of calculated nOe distances from experimental values for GnRH_IV 

Conf. A 

pGlulaH - 0.01 

H' 2 IS aH- 10 
H"2 H"2 IS NH - IS PHI -0.01 

H' 2 aH - IS PHI -0.02 

aH -
H' 2 IS NH- aH 0.02 

- Trp3NH 

Trp3NH - aH 

Ser4
aH - Ser4pHl -0.07 

0.01 

TyrS aH- O. 
D-Trp6NH 

- D-Trp6aH 

aH - Leu7
NH 0.03 

Leu7
aH -

Gln8pHl 

- Gln8pH2 0.03 

Gln8
aH - -0.02 

Pr09
a H - NH 

A 

conformers, 

violations, probably 

are given 

Table 4.50 nOe violations in conformers 

nOe 

3 Trp aH-

absent 

aH 

(A) 

Conf. B C 

0.01 

-0.10 -0.10 

-0.01 -0.02 

-0.02 

-0.01 

0.02 0.03 

.. 

-0.07 -0.07 

0.03 0,01 

0.09 

-0.01 0.04 

0.04 -0.04 

-0,01 

to motional were 

4.50. 

Distance (A) 

3.00 2.81 

2.52 

in all 

I 
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The presence of several unusual NOEs (His2NwSer4aH, Trp3NwSer4aH, D-Trp6aW 

Ser4NH) was carefully examined, and the assignments were found correct. These NOEs 

may be the result of having a D-amino acid (D-Trp6) in position 6. When the 

assignments were changed, structure calculations produced structures of very high 

energies (-450 kcal/mol) and unacceptably large forcing potentials (-120 kcal/mol). 

Table 4.51 Ca (i) to Ca (i+3) distances for conformers of GnRH_IV 

Peptide segment 
Co. (i) - Co. (i+3) distance (A) 

Ser4 Tyr5 D-Trp6 Leu7 

Tyr5 D-Trp6 Leu7 GIns 

Conf. A 

6.5 

7.4 

Conf. B 

6.7 

5.7 

Conf. C 

6.4 

5.9 

Table 4.51 shows the Co. (i) to Co. (i+ 3) distances (A) for the Ser4 to Leu? and TyrS to 

GIns segments. Clearly, the D-Trp6 induced ~ tum is present in all conformers. There 

are relatively fewer hydrogen bonds in all conformers, which are listed in Table 4.52. 

Table 4.52 Intramolecular H-bonds in GnRH IV 

Conformer A ConformerB Conformer C 

H-bond 
Length 

H-bond 
Length 

H-bond 
Length 

(A) (A) (A) 

Ser4Hw TyrSO 2.57 pGlu I Hw Pr090 1.90 pGlu1Hw Gln80EI 2.13 

TyrSHwGln 80E I 1.79 4 5 Ser HwTyr 0 2.46 Ser4Hw TyrSO 2.25 

Gln8HE21-Trp60 2.31 Gln8HE21-Leu70 2.14 Trp6HwLeu70 2.65 

The distances between the termini of the three structures are given in Table 4.53. 

While the termini are far apart in A, they are very close in B, and intermediate 

distance in C. Note that the backbone H-bond between the terminal residues pGlu1HN 

and Pr090 is present in conformer B only. Thus, the hydrogen bonds seem to be 

largely responsible for keeping the termini close together, as would be expected. 

Table 4.53 Distance between the termini of conformers of GnRH IV 

Atoms Distance (A) 

Conf. A Conf. B Conf. C 

10.5 4.8 7.7 
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4.5 GnRH (6,7y-lactamGln8GnRH) 

Proton Assignments 

The spectrum (backbone of in Figure 

4.l8. assignments were with the COSY, and 

Gly'· 

Sel 

Figure 4.18 region of the TOCSY """",,,t,..,,,,,,, of GnRH V 

4.19 NH-aH region of the NOESY of 
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connectivities. The chemical shifts are Table 

Table 4.54 lH chemical shifts for in at 25"C 

NH aH ~H Other 

pGlu1 7.68 14,1.71 yCH2 : 2.05,2.05 

8.12 3.03,2.89 7.26, 6.84 

T rp3 8.10 4.61 3.1 2H: 13,4H: 5H: 6H: 

7.03, 7.31, 10.79 

Ser4 4.31 .55 5.00 

Tyr5 4.46 2.96,2.75 7.07, 9.17 

Gly6 8.38 4A3 6, 7 y-lactam 1.76; 

3.20 

Leu7 1 lAO 1 0.90,0.84 

GInS 8.28 4A2 1.91,1 15,2.15 

Pro9 4.26 1.82 yCH2 : 1 .83, .64 

",-----------------------------------------------~ 
'''' 

Figure 4.20 DQF-COSY spectrum of GnRH_ V showing NH-oR coupling 
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4.5.2 nOe Distances 

nOe calculated 1 are given 

Lv"",H'>H limit was 3 .26 

Table 4.55 nOe distances for GnRH_ V derived from NMR data ISPA 

nOe 

H· 2 aH - IS NH 

3 - Trp HH2 

3 Trp PHI -

Ser4NH 

Trp3o.H - Trp3 PHI 

- Ser4o.H 

o.H - Tyr5NH 
Tyr5pH2 Tyr5NH 

o.H - Gly6
NH 

- TyrSo.H 

Tyr5pHI -

Gly6
NH - HII 

- Ethl HI2 

aH -

Gln8
NH - Gln8pHI 

Gln8
NH - Gln8pH2 

G1n8o.H - Gln8pH2 

uH - Pro9 
PHI 

9 P 9 Pro ctH - ro PH2 

Pro9 

4.5.3 Torsion L u.,"' ..... 

Distance 

2.29 

1 

3 

2.96 

18 

1.90 

17 

2.74 

1 

2.33 

2.65 

2.19 

2.45 

2.73 

The coupling constants 3 JHNa were obtained 

the spectrum 4.20). 

usmg The are 

the 

4.55. nOe 

NMR spectrum 
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Table 4.56 NMR-derived torsion for 

8.0 

7.0 
Tyr5 8.0 
Gly6 8.4 
GIn8 

Molecular 

The NMR-derived nOes were refined 

0.08 and -factor of 0.01 were achieved. 

Table 4.57 MORASS-refined nOe distance constraints for 

nOe 

aH -
- Ser4

NH 

aH - Trp
3

13HI 
Tyr5NH - Ser4

aH 
Tyr5 aH
Tyr513H2 - Tyr5NH 
Tyr5 aH -
Tyr5 f3HI - Tyr5 aH 
Tyr5 f3HI - Gly6

NH 

Gly6
NH - Ethl HI! 

Gly6NH - HI2 
Gly6aH - HII 
L 7" 7 

eu aH - Leu PH2 
Gln8NH - Gln8pHI 

- Gln8pH2 
Gln8

aH - G1n813H2 
nH - Pro9pHl 

Pro9 nH - Pro9pH2 
Pro9 aH - GlylONH 

1 
3.17 

1.75 
2.69 
2.15 

2.54 
2.63 
2.48 
3.06 

2.20 

2.47 

2.57 
3.04 
2.70 

-91 

-1 
-1 
-166 

MORASS until an R-factor 

constraints are given 

2.25 

3.36 
1 

15 
3.09 

3 
2.83 

2.88 
3.46 
2.85 
2.60 

2.97 
3.44 

10 
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Table torsion constraints were calculated assuming an of ±1.5 

Hz in the coupling constants, and are 4.58. 

Table 4.58 Torsion constraints for GnRH V 

e) 

-106 -76 

-171 -141 

-97 -67 

-164 -134 

Gly6' -165 -135 

-145 

4.5.5 Conformers GnIUI_ V 

The 192 structures generated u ... "",-,,, run as described nr,,'''''''''' 

were energy mlnll1nIZeO. Their energies 1 to 263 kcal/mol. were 

then grouped structures maximum backbone RMSD 1.2, 

resulting in a total SIX families. Of 

frequencies 

4.59. 

were The remaining 

Table 4.59 The main families of structures 

Family 

A 

B 

C 

A Bare 

"'?"'.1' ...... p conformations 

root conformers are shown 

root 
Frequency 

116 

most 

B would dominate. 

1. 

had high low 

families are listed 

Maximum RMSD 

1.2 

1.2 

1.2 

the lowest Pn,~rn'lp(! 

structures of the 
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GnRH V_A 

AMIN 

4.21 The.dominant conformations of GnRH_ V 

Table 4.60 Backbone RMSDs of conformers of GnRH_ V relative to the minimum 

are 

A 

B 

C 

0.0 

1.3 

2.1 

and B have similar backbones, which is also evident Table 

U"",.I\.U'.IH'" RMSDs of the conformers relative to the global 

conformational flexibility is severely limited in GnRH _ V. 

are 

the peptide backbone from 

In Table 4.61 below, the 

for the three 

is quite good for 

The 

conformers. 
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Table 4.61 Deviations of nOe distances from experimental values for 

DOe rcalc-re. (A) 

Conf. B C 

pGluiaH -

Hi 2 s aH- 0.02 0.01 
R2 IS HEi - 0.09 0.09 
H' 2 IS HDZ - 0.02 0.02 

Trp3HBl - Trp3HE3 

Trp3 aH - Ser4NH 0.02 0.03 0.04 

Trp3~HI - 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Trp3aH - I 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Tyr5NH - Ser4
aH 0.06 0.07 0.05 

TyrS o.H -

Tyr5~H2 - 0.08 0.09 0.08 
5 Tyr aH- 0.01 0.02 

Tyr5pHl - -0.08 -0.07 -0.07 

TyrS ~Hl - 0.04 0.05 

GliNH - Ethl Hil 0.02 0.02 

GliNH - Ethl HI2 

Gli o.H - Ethl HII 
7 L 7 Leu o.H - eu ~H2 

Gln8NH - 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Gln8NH - -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 

G1n8o.H - 0.05 0.05 0.05 

o.H -

-0. 0.11 0.11 

Pro9 -0.01 -0.02 

Table 4.62 nOe violations in conformers ofGnRH V 

eriment C 

R2 IS NH -

aH - absent absent 2.14 

GIns aH - aH absent 2.03 1 absent 

absent 2.70 absent 
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In Table 4.63 the experimental and calculated 

differences are u'"p;Ul",lVl' .... 

Table 4.63 Deviations of calculated torsion angles from 

Conformer 

C 

GnRH V 

(i) to 

conformer 

Table 4.64 

a tum 

to 

$calc-$exp e) 
Trp3 

-1 -1 

-1 

1 

Gly6 which is looser than a 

Table 4.64 below 

is closest to a ~ type tum. 

distances for conformers 

angles are compared. 

values for GnRH _ V 

1 

1 -1 

~ type tum as the Ca 

three structures, 

Peptide ea (i) - C,. 0+3) distance (A) 

Ser4 Tyr5 Gly6 

Tyr5 Gly6 

Several H-bonds are 

Conf. A 

8.6 

8.0 

Conf. B 

8.9 

8.4 

all conformers and are 

Table 4.65 Intramolecular H-bonds in 

H-bond H-bond 
(A) 

Trp3HwpGlul0 Trp3HwpGlu1O 2.88 

Trp3HE1 -GlyIOO Trp3HE1-Pr090 2.90 

Ser4HG-Ser40 Ser4HG-Ser40 2.06 
5 3 Tyr HwTrp 0 2.50 

Tyr5Hw Gln80 1 1 

C 

9.1 

4.65. 

C 

Length 
(A) 

2.19 

11 

2.08 

2.46 

1.78 

2.92 
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The between GlylO in conformer A, between and 

and Amin and pGlu l in probably playa stabilizing the conformation 

with the 

pGIul 
close to each proximity 

Table 4.66 Distance between tbe termini of conformers of 

conformer A, which is the dominant structure, 

each inB distance is intermediate, 

B. Discussion 

IH Chemical Shifts 

chemical shifts ppm) 

of the four analog peptides to 

termini as by 

termini are close to 

C they are far 

the and 

are summarised below. 

Table 4.67 in cbemical shift ppm) of GnRH analogs relative to native GnRH 

GnRH IV GnRH V 

NH aH NH aH 

-0.10 0.0 -0.08 0.0 -0.09 0.0 

0.16 0.13 0.18 -0.23 0.09 0.11 0.19 

Trp3 8.15 -0.12 -0.10 0.09 0.13 0.03 -0.05 0.07 

8.40 0.0 -0.10 0.02 -0.11 0.01 -0.11 -0.01 

0.05 0.04 0.17 18 0.08 

GIl 8.25 1 -0.07 0.0 -0.03 0.13 

7.91 4.33 0.01 -0.07 0.25 

8.21 

Pr09 0.0 0.02 -0.02 0.03 

GlylO 8.27 0.01 -0.26 0.03 -0.04 0.02 
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changes are appreciable a number cases. The changes in shifts 

the protons the N-terminal domain to Ser4
) be due to the high mobility 

exhibited by this which causes major environments of 

protons. What is observed is probably a of the ++" ... ·"''''t chemical 

in the environments. No correlation Oel[Wf~en H-bonding and chemical 

shifts could be LaVU,,.A,,,,,,,, for protons. NH is involved in 

and cases the ,", .. "UU.""'A 

considerably higher "'U,",u'1'"'''' 

replacement Gly6 by D-Trp6 m 

the GllLeu7 y-Iactam 

case 

are significantly lower. 

and V may 

GnRH_IV, the 

the 

be used 

to explain 

m,IV, 

changes in IV, and V. In '-.HLl'-A~ 

due to the the has a considerably that 

IS involved in several with m many 

conformers aromatic chains residues 

residues, 

to it. , 

4.7 . Structure vs Activity 

The A"'Uj",<U, the NHz-terminal domain (pGlu-His-Trp-Ser), 

terminal domain (Pro-Gly-NH2) of naturally GnRH peptides isolated to 

date are highly (Fig. 1 suggesting that these domains are functionally 

ess:ell1tlal (Sealfon et al., 1997). However, conservation does not imply 

functional significance. example, IS highly conserved yet can 

substituted with the retl~ntlOn of high 

most variable and positions 5 and 7 are 

vertebrate GnRHs, position 8 is 

variable. Position 6 is invariably 

in the vertebrates but considerably the lamprey and tunicate 

GnRRs. GnRH is found mammalian GnRHs. 

activities these variants vertebrates provide into structure-activity 

amino play an important role in ael:enTIlllmg CI)ntorrnatlon 

through with one another. of 

hydrogen bonding. complex manner in 

it is often not to 

exact any residue determining the overall 
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Achiralily essential to assume 
bent conformation and O' 

amino acid substitution 
enhances binding. 

4.22 Sche.matic of GnRH with summary of functional properties of individual residues. 

of biological activity. A number of substitution studies 

have been out on GnRH. results indicate that no single residue is 

activity. NH2- and COOH- terminal domains are important receptor binding 

while the NH2- terminal domain is predominantly responsible for receptor activation. 

, and probably pGlul playa role in receptor activation. Substitution of 

residues outside of N-terminal domain can activation, possibly 

conformational "'H."H£,,>"'''' Non-conserved residues the domain are 

affinity binding to mammalian ... ""r·"' .... Tr. .. 

are conformationally 

GnRH_IV, or activity 

even ~u,,''"'.'''''' of Arg8. The achiral Gly "',,>A ........ ,'"' or a .IJ-UHHU.V is 

position 6 to Lu,",una, ... assumption of folded active conformation (Monahan et al., 

1973; Konig et al., 1 Karten and Rivier, 1986; Millar et 

relative binding 

mammalian GnRH receptor are 

of 

in 

various 

4.68. 

1 

analogs for 

binding are 

"'YUL",,,,, which indicate that GnRH binds to the receptor a 
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cOIlt01:maltlon, with lJ"I.HI'L'" t~'rrrl1ni lying 

backbone .I.'-I."L'-I'IJ 

for conformers of """'''', ..... J. 

the whole peptide 

and GnRH 

to other. Our 

to native 

,up;,.t.L",," for GnRH II. 

other words, the backbone conformations of native GnRH, "-'U.JL'U..J. and 

show close resemblance. similarity of the backbone structures seems to be 

the similar binding of these "H~"Vf~'" the 

its three out 

which may "'''''IJHUC''' low affinity 

H-bonds playa vital peptide conformation . .l:1-DOIIOS in peptides should 

of as being dynamic nature in the sense that are constantly 

broken as the PT'n.npc conformational changes. These 

a concerted manner, observed COIJIC~mla and their lifetimes. 

substitution ., .... '-'I'L." have confirmed pGlul 

(Sandow et 

conformational studies 

c011tormers of native 

.II.V,,",,""" conformation 

J.-UVll'",U115 IS seen 

et al., 1 et ai., 1973). 

pGlulO is hydrogen Donoeo to GlylOH)\i in,all 

H-bond may be an important factor in 

two termini close to 

one cOIlIormler 

uv .... U .. ' ..... to Pr09 in COI1!o:rmler B to GInS in corlIormler pGlulOE is nV(lfOilZen 

uv ......... • ..... to the terminal 

v contribute to 

has several 

and 

residue. Our 

and GnRH m. 
con:tornlers of GnRH IV 

Substitution 

residues result 

or in this position 

GlylOO in conformers 

in ~U...L,-,-.L_A.JU., group in GnRH_ V. 

of the folded Iorm~mcms of these IJ"IJU'..I";:) 

such as 

of 

aromaticity, hydrogen 

llUlUQ.LVc''-' nng, which 

show that 

H-bonds involving 

V. 

H-bonds 

are found in any 

it an 

Trp3 to be a residue. Substitution by non-

low activity some activity is with Tyr 

et 1978). is found to form bonds 

and C in GnRH. probably to 
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the folded COIltOImaltlOltl. 

and to the C-terminal 

it forms H-bonds with 

conformer C, again, showing 

can be substituted by a 

It 

activity (Sandow et 

low activity. Ser40 is 

involving 

is sufficient 

indicate that 

reclentc)r activation. Our results show 

hydrogen bonds with GIns in 

is conserved in all vertebrate GnRHs pvr',,"nT 

small achiral residue in this position 

is preferred by the rec1eptc)r 

with Ser4 in GnRH. Analogs 

to have low activity 

is H-bonded to Pro9 

indicating proximity of the 

A, Pr09 in conformer 

termini. 

(Ala, Thr, GIn) with 

Substitution by bulky amino 

uv<,uu''''' with Arg8 in GnRH. 

aromatic side chain in 

(Millar et al., 

binding and does 

forms H-bonds with 

andGnRH V. 

and tunicate. The 

flexibility, and makes 

Gil is found 

.Lr':UU.LHV acids in' this 

However, the 

the folded corlIOImaltlOJtl. VI.I\.''''Q.J. of a ~ type 

by Monahan et ai. VU<.VUHU.>VU of GnRH was 

following the observation that D-Ala6 substitution increased 

activity by about led to the exploration of numerous substitutions with D-

amino position (Millar et al., 1987; Karten and 1986). In general, 

substitution by acids having bulky hydrophobic vAl'UH,;), particularly 

rontlatlcs, was most "'.,..,."'",.",'" 

time) of 

and 

correlation between hydrophobicity 

potency has been noted 

sterically allowed 

which interact 

with side 

for GnRH _IV, 

position 6. our conformational analysis shows 

tight ~ type tum . The D-Trp6 residue stabilizes the l.IV,JU, .... 

the folded greater rigidity to the backbone, 

retention 

III 

a rather 

III 

the 
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central uv,eHUllH hydrophobic IS to 

from 

exposing it to on the which it may lnT''''T<I,rr 

enhancing the binding ____ .... y The extent of vu."""V'JU'" rigidity and stabilization ~ 

tum is even GnRH V. Here the severely restricts 

of the backbone to the extent that the central domain is conformational 

nearly identical in 

great deal of 

conformers (Fig. 4.2 Only C-terminal domain a 

tum is looser a ~ II bend all 

structures 

The of vertebrate GnRHs show substitution of Leu 7 by 

side chain sizes does not loss of activity. 

with Arg8 and Ser4 in In GnRH_II, there is 

-with Gln8 in In GnRH IV it is 

uncharged residues 

Leu7 is found to form 

only one 'H-bond 

bonded to Gln8 in 't", ... """, .. B and to D-Trp6 It forms one 

the lIonmer C 

Table 4.68 Relative "'uu ..... ;;. affinities of GnRH and analogs for mammalian GnRHR 

Peptide 

GnRH 

GnRH II 

GnRH III 

GnRH IV 

GnRH V 

In mammals, 

maximal gonadotropin 

the exception of 

(Millar et ai., 1989). 

from all other vertebrat.e 

for high 

was replaced by 

acid in position 8 

Substitutions Receptor binding affinity 

y-lactam,Gln8 

GnRH has high activity 

at low doses while 

(His5Trp7Tyr8GnRH), 

single residue that 

structures is 

pituitary cells of a 

has confirmed 

activity (Millar and King, 1 

100 

1 

100 

1000 

affinity and/or 

GnRHs, with 

activity (Fig. 4.23) 

GnRH 

was considered 

study of the 

in which 

of a basic 

is consistent 
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with our finding that substitution of Arg8 by 

entirely different conformation the peptide 

intimately linked to conformation. on 

neutral GIn residue results in an 

4.24), un"";; .. ".,,, .. activity is 

""1-1-.>£,1-,,, of amino 

substitutions on agonist efficacy at the mammalian GnRH ra.r,.,nT"',. have shown 

2 o 

GnRH , 
Gin 

7 a 
Trp Leu 
• '-T 7 I 

HIS rPa Leu ~::::::::;;-

Le~ 
T~r 

His Tv,' 
.. !iT 7 , 

HIS ~P Tr 
Trp Tyr 

• aT 7 
HIS rp 

7 
Trp 

• a 
HIS 

o 
LH releasing potency 

J 

5 9 13 

Figure 4.23 Relative LH releasing potencies of chimeras of vertebrate GnRHs in sheep and chicken 
pituitary cells (from Millar et 1989). 

substitution by neutral residues m mammalian resulted low 

binding potency but relatively higher ."'"'~ ... ., .• u'" potency (Millar et 1989). 

the presence a D-amino acid 

incorporation of a 6,7 y-lactam as 

when Arg8 is replaced 

position 6 or a 6,7 

the neutral GIn. 

forces 

position 6 as 

m 

GnRH_IV, or 

binding affinity even 

a D-amino acid 

n"' .... .,""" to adopt the ~ bend, and 

stabilizes peptide backbone in this folded conformation. This once reiterates 

essential a folded COilltormaltlOn affinity ~ ... ,_ .... ,., to the 

receptor. GnRH, a critical role in acc,: ... u.U!!,; such a 

conformation. Once bound, analogs with a neutral 1""'10.-'-''''' in position 8 seem to 

more efficient in activating the receptor. 
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10 the 

conformational by Pro on the 

importance for high activity. Substitution of Pr09 by 

which showed 

presence of Pro 

illustrating its structural 

GnRH or GnRH 11 

1 % activity (Sandow et 

the 

No hydrogen 

is not essential for 

are acceptable (Fujino et ai., I Coy et al., 1975). 

activity of GnRH_IV which the GlyJO-NH2 moiety 

However, removal ofthe to yield the free acid 

is involved in pGlu 1 in all COluormers 

probably playa role folded "'V""-VA."U""""'.L", 

GnRH· is also hydrogen 

the GnRH IV is not 

Although extent to which individual 

conformation is difficult to .... "' .. '"'UHU.'V it can he safely 

other nonbond interactions 

ettectmg the final outcome. 

decisive part, in concert 

Waals, and steric erreClS. 

Unlike most which 

and the expected 

chain suggest its 

and Ala9 resulted in 

1978). Our results 

are observed 

Small uncharged groups 

is illustrated by the high 

replaced by 

very low activity. 

'l.JHLL"-LL. These 

ammo group 

, Hiss and Trp7. In 

in any hydrogen 

bonds influence 

hydrogen bonds a 

as coulombic, van 

little affmity 

GnRHR and substantial affmity for ....... 'u ............ 

high affinity non-mammalian receptors. Our conformational studies 

shed some light on this behaviour. In "'v .... ...,,~. shows 

ete:rOJ~erlel1tv of conformers crr,,·;:\t~'r flexibility of the backbone, with much greater 

than the other analogs. Our show that some 

conformational states namely ill_A and 

closely resemble The resemblance is 

C-terminus as indicated low RMSDs for this 

the C-terminal are critical for high affinity 

1997). This ability analog to assume 

although may explain its 

mammalian receptors. In ........ , ..... "'«, GnRH ill backbone 

is "'al ... " ... ·... by an overall chain 

most populated 

backbones that 

evident for 

previously 

(Sealfon et ai., 

similar to 

affinity for 

which 

a more 
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flattened potential pn,"'TO'V surface. This enables to undergo COltltclrrrlatlonal 

populating several bioactive conformational states, more 

to bind with --------.1 to both non-mammalian as well as UUUALlU"''''''." r,3f'JO.roT,"l.rC' 

GnRH GnRHJII 

4.24 Global minimum conformations of GnRH and analogs 

GnRH_IV, the ~ bend 

to a 

it 

backbone. 

is to be the backbone is to an even greater 

The 

6,7 y-Iactam, which is evident from 

GnRH V backbone is vV'lJ.U'''''''' 

active COltlt()mlatl0I1, U'"""""E> 

should be ",,,,.1(>.11''''''''' 

In summary, the ,,~'"'vu,."u 

probable. 

is actually 

peptides are determined a 

combination T<lr'TrllC" such .as electrostatic van der Waals 
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bonding, steric appears to have a major m the 

receptor binding affinity of GnRH. It the bioactive the 

peptide through and nonbond 

interactions. NHprotons, are 

bOrlQ1l1lg property. In GnRH, these protons are involved in 

hydrogen (Table 4.12). is consistent the 

ni"l'~PrlJ",n low Tyr5 in native '-'''.)L'-,L .... which was interpreted as 

due to their proximity to the cationic side of ~nlmt:Z:j(y and 1976). 

Substitution of by the neutral in conformations which 

are differeJlt from native and a IOO-fold decrease receptor 

Normal pK are observed for His2 and Tyr5 m 

indicating decreased .In net 

effect the 

mte:raCtlOIIS of the 

substitutions 7 ,Trp, is a weakening of the UV,'UJ .... , ....... 

...... 'UB''', resulting in a more n ...... Tu ... backbone 

a n ... "·"1'~'''' number of energy C0I1!ormatlOilS (Table 4.32). 

high affmity to both malrnnJlaW;m allows it to bind 

receptors. D-Trp6 residue in y-lactam 

constrains peptide backbone, it to a relatively small 

space surrounding the bioactive conformation. biological conditions, 

a molecules occupy the bioactive conformational states, resulting 

the UU ..... llJlp<, ajttmlltH~s observed for peptides. 
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Chapter Five 

Docking Studies 

5.1 Introduction 

The interaction -'--",.,J ,",PT""P"" two may be used as a 

to the other. This guide to aet:errnmle 

nonbond lTU.-Tur'n 

and an 

preferred 

potential " ... n • .., ........ 

(Coulombic) one. 

is computed by summing the 

interactions 

objective is to the 

relative to other, while "p~:r('h'ln 

energies. source of the parameters 

one molecule 

two components, a van Waals pot.entIal. 

a docking calculation, the interaction ",n.,.,.rru 

contributions atoms of the two 

atoms of the same molecule are ignored. 

of many orientations of one molecule 

orientations in low interaction 

in this calculation is the forcefield 

docking provide valuable into the mechanisms 

of receptor (Karplus and 1990; Roberts et al., 

1986; et 1985; 1986; Pattabiraman 

et al., 1 and 1984). search 

shown that GnRH and analogs a number of conformations 

with probabilities (Chapter 4). The this study is to 

global structures peptide analogs to GnRH receptor order to 

5.2 Affinity 

5.2.1 Theory 

orientations of these ligands to gain insight into modes 

is a set the Docking uIU·U ..... l'" of Insight II USA), 

used docking a ligand to a receptor a given assembly consisting 

of a molecule and a receptor molecule, All ....... A" ... in Affmity automatically 

find the best binding structures of the ligand to the "",,,,',,,,,,,·r,, .. based on the 
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ligand-receptor complex. Thus, Affmity is an energy-driven method (Kuntz et al., 

1994). Two of calculations can be performed using 

use the same Monte Carlo to 

dock u"",, .. ,u-">.J. In both of the rec,eDt~[)r defmed as atoms not in 

is held the OOCaOlllg process, while the 

binding atoms are allowed to move However, two 

methods in their treatment of nonbond interactions. In fixedDocking, nonbond 

are computed using the cutoff and cell multipole methods described in the 

and do not 'Tnl'nn/"" any terms. GridDocking 

between bulk movable atoms are ao[)rOJ<1lTtate:d by the more accurate 

and ",,LU,'.""','U molecular mechanical/grid (MMIGrid) 1U,",1 .. V' ... (Luty et 1995), while 

interactions _ .... ~ .. ,..., movable atoms are treated exactly. The grid method works only 

bulk (represented grids) and atoms (bind-site) are well 

separated. Therefore, a restrain regIOn IS introduced to the freely 

atoms from bulk atoms. of a movable atom to bulk 

atoms is 

parameter 

its 

the sum van 

specified, set to o.5A by 

Waals radii 

that 

the 

atom is 

position, interaction with bulk atoms is not computed using 

GridDocking includes solvation method developed by Stouten and co-

workers (Stouten et al., 1993). 

Affinity other programs as DOCK, CA VEAT, and 

(for a three First, it uses full 

molecular for and evaluating the 

other rules account hydrogen 

UV1,1""1,U5, hydrophobic interactions, "'.L"',",'''''''' Second, Affinity while 

bulk of the nro'[em is fixed, uU''''U;'1<. site is free to move thereby allowing 

the protein to adjust to the binding of ligands or binding modes 

the same ligand. most other the entire receptor is fixed. the ligand 

is flexible in Affinity, which allows ........ v .... , of a ligand to 

docked to a Most methods are limited to 

Affinity uses a Monte Carlo memclo for UV'",l,","'''' ligands, in conjunction 

energy minimization or with molecular dynamics. In GridDocking, the bulk 

protein """,,,: ...... is assumed to be rigid and is represented grids while ligand 
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computer time. The PT"~rUlp", 

addition to the standard ... ",,, .. n,, 

term: 

to reduction in 

(Eq. 2.8). In 

method employs a desolvation 

(5.1) 

It represents the free energy of interaction of an atom with 

derived by considering the transfer of an atom 

completely surrounded by solvent to one in which it 

implicit solvent. It was 

which is 

(Stouten et al., 1993). Upon transfer, a a 

volume of solvent surrounding the atom i proportional to 

jj, times a Gaussian envelope function. proportionality COIlst~U1t, IS termed 

solvation parameter. 

5.2.2 Docking Methodology 

The flow chart for the docking calculation is 10 1 ). 

The starting structure is first minimized and as 

a reaSOIlaOle 

by a random combination 

is intended to remove bad contacts and to 

subsequent searches. The ligand is then 

translation, rotation, and torsional changes. Each the ligand is moved by up to a 

maximum of basic moves (a basic move is a simple translation, rotation, or 

These random moves sample both 

the ligand with respect to the receptor. It has 

over any energy barriers on the potential energy surface. 

checks the energy of the resulting structure. If it is within the user

tolerance parameter of the previous minimized structure it is 

"'"'''1''0'' minimized. The final minimized structure is accepted or 

on the energy criterion and its similarity to structures found before. 

,.. .. '·r"' .. ·""" can either Metropolis or energy range. In Metropolis, structures whose 

"""""""1 is lower than that of the last accepted structure or whose Boltzmarm factor 

using specified Monte Carlo temperature) is greater than a random number 

o and 1, are accepted. If energy range is used, structures whose IS 

within specified energy of the lowest energy found so far are <11'£',..."",,, 
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actual energy 

is specified 

for all structures at the 

the lowest ","",rnu during 

the search be larger than what 

may not the lowest at 

suited for L.UYU"r, a small the the search.) Metropolis criterion is 

of docked structures with very low p","rn',"'", while the ""n ...... o'{' range criterion 

Move ligand randomly 
(translation, rotation, torsion) 

No 

No 

Minimize 

Check "'"<>OW'iT{ 

(Metropolis or energy 

............ v ..... structure similarity 
(RMS dist. previous 

No 

5.1 Flow chart ofligand (to(:klllll! method 

IS for structures. to structure 

the RMS distances between current structure and structures found so 

are computed ligand atoms. distance is different from 

that the molecule is not translated or (i.e., no IS In 
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VU.l'VU"UllU6 RMS U."''''CUJl''''''. This ,-,,,,,,.cn,,,,,, structures with the translated 

or ,,1"\1'<>1',,·11 should treated as 1'1'",,'''''''+ docked structures. If distance is 

greater than a specified to o.sA), structure is accepted and saved to an 

archive structures saved may be minimized further and/or 

In m 1, the geclme:try of the ..... """,1"\, accepted structure is 

always """"'''''''~'f1 when anyone of the "'u"'v.~., fails. are three 

uu.,uuv ... ,u flow designed to prevent the from m a 

mlnImum. if the energy fails too many times to 

consecutively, it suggests last accepted structure energy 

and that it is difficult to generate new structures based on it. the current 

minimized structure although it is not acceptable IS 

structures. strategy still to generate a new structure 

after 30 search Secondly, 

to 10) to genlerare the next acceptable 

generating new 

energy 

too many 

the 

structures 

cannot 

current structure it is too one the 

0.5A). If the sear·ch still previously (RMS distance less 

an acceptable structure 60 trials, it Lastly, if 

ertl)rnled a maximum number minimizations program 

is to endless due to an unreasonable up where too many 

structures were asked for or parameters were not set 

Structure of the GnRH Receptor (GnRHR) 

of its patterns 

protein coupled recleotc)r (GPCR) 

topology 

al., 1997). It is 328 amino long 

GnRHR to be a member the G-

(Baldwin, 1993). A representation of 

is pf(~sente~a ...,,,,.u ... y'U et 

is composed of a single lvoemlOe chain 

with seven hydrophobic stretches corresponding to putative transmembrane helical 

UVllUUUJ.i:> (Tfv1Ds), with an extracellular amino and an IntlraClellll1aI 

terminus. 

perturbations of 

the precise 

to 

and knowledge 

conformational 

the ligand 'binding pocket' 

of interaction of receptor and ligand is "''''''''H',LeU. Through study of 
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1.15(18) 

~igure 5.2 The human GnRH receptor (helical net reJ:lres:enl:ati1on) 

functional of site-directed mutagenesis and the construction of 

UU.ll"'lJ'H'UIU;U computer models, a view the receptor site the mode of 

ligand binding is emerging. possibility of an ionic interaction between Arg8 

GnRH and an acidic on 

(Flanagan et al., chicken 

discrimination between Arg8QnRH (mammalian 

GnRH). All the acidic residues on receptor were LHU ........ ' .... 

the these mutants for Arg8GnRH and were 

One mutant Glu7.32(301)_Gln, showed decreased affmity mammalian 

with wild type The this mutant 

Gln8QnRH and for other analogs an uncharged residue in position 

was relatively unchanged or improved. Most significantly, there was a 

marked in the Glu8GnRH the mutant. These a 

role the Glu7
.
32

(301) residue, located in the third extracellular domain, in 

the the for Arg8QnRH. conformationally 

-'-VA.,;;>U." .... ,",""" analog, had ';;>UJ"H';U 
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for both the wild type and Gln301 mutant receptors. This suggests that the role of 

Glu301 is in inducing the optimum conformation of the ligand for high affinity 

binding. Asn2 65
(102) located at the extracellular surface of TMD 2 (second 

transmembrane helical domain) has also been shown to have a critical role in high 

affinity interactions with some GnRH analogs (Davidson et al., 1996). 

The receptors for the biogenic amine neurotransmitters all contain an Asp at a 

homologous location in TMD 3. Mutagenesis studies on several of these receptors 

suggest that the Asp anionic side chain is involved in high affinity interaction with the 

cationic head group of the ligand (Ho et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1991,1993; Mansour 

et al., 1992; Gantz et al., 1992; Fraser et al., 1989). All cloned GnRH receptors have a 

lysine at the corresponding 3.32 position. The role of Lys332(121) in ligand binding and 

Figure 5.3 The GnRH receptor: view parall el to the membrane 

activation of the human receptor has been investigated by mutagenesis studies (Zhou 

et al., 1995). The results indicate the requirement of a charge-strengthened hydrogen 

bond donor at this locus for high affinity agonist binding. However, this requirement 

does not extend to all GPCRs, although the local properties of this region of TMD 3 
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seem generally important for ligand-receptor interaction (Perlman et al., 1994; 

Almaula et al., 1996). 

Figure 5.4 The GnRH receptor: transmembrane pOition viewed from the extracellular side showing 
the seven transmembrane helical bundles (TJ\1Hs) 

An unusual feature of the GnRH receptor, observed in all mammalian species, 

is the presence of Asn250(87) in the second putative transmembrane helix at the 

location of a highly conserved Asp in the GPCR family, and of ASp749(318) in the 

seventh transmembrane helix where nearly all other GPCRs have Asn. This 

interchange of conserved residues suggested that they might interact. Mutation studies 

showed that, while the Asp250(87) mutant had no detectable binding, the double mutant 

Asp250(87) Asn749(318), which recreates the arrangement found in other GPCRs, 

regained high affinity agonist and antagonist binding (Zhou et al., 1994). But the 

interchange mutation in the rat GnRH receptor did not show ligand binding (Cook et 

al., 1993). 

Mutagenesis, chimera, and deletion studies indicate that the intracellular 

domains of GPCRs are involved in mediating G-protein coupling. Most important are 

the membrane-proximal segments of the second and third intracellular loops and of 

the carboxy-terminal domain (Strader et al., 1995; Chi et al., 1994; Arora et al., 
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1995). Incorporation of the results of mutation studies into the computational model 

of the receptor has shown that association of the second intracellular loop with other 

loop domains may be required for efficient receptor coupling (Guarnieri et al., 

unpublished results). 

Using a number of criteria such as the structural inferences derived from the 

analysis of sequence conservation patterns (Lesk and Boswell, 1992; Donnelly et al., 

1989), the physico-chemical properties of conserved residues (Baldwin, 1993), 

specific protein motifs such as Pro-kinks (Ballesteros and Weinstein, 1995; 

Sankararamakrishnan and Vishveshwara, 1992), the projection map of rhodopsin 

(Schertler et al., 1993; Baldwin, 1993), and results from various experiments, a three

dimensional computer model of the transmembrane helix bundle of the GnRH 

receptor has been developed (Fig.S.4) (Zhou et al., 1994). The model is consistent 

with the overall template of the rhodopsin family of GPCRs (Ballesteros and 

Weinstein, 1995), including the proposed interactions between helix 2 and 7 (Zhou et 

al., 1994; Sealfon et al., 1995), the mutual orientation of TMDs 1 and 7 (Liu et al., 

1995), and the counter-clockwise connectivity of the TMDs when viewed from the 

extracellular side (Hwa et al., 1996). These features are all shown by the model of 

GnRHR that we have used (Fig.5.3, 5.4) (Millar, private communication, 1998). 

5.4 Ligand Docking Procedure 

The GnRH receptor structure was provided by Prof. RP Millar (present 

address: MRC Reproductive Biology Unit, University of Edinburgh, UK). It was first 

energy minimized. The ligand was then placed in the binding pocket and an assembly 

of the receptor-ligand system created. The binding site was defined as all residues 

. h' 6 A f h l' d' dd" h 'd A 98 A 102 Gl 106 L 121 d WIt mot e Igan , ill a ItlOn to t e reSI ues sp , sn , n , ys , an 

ASp302 which are thought to be involved in ligand binding (Sealfon et al., 1997). Grids 

were then set up for the receptor-ligand system with a CVFF forcefield using the 

method of no-cutoffs. A solvation grid was set up for subsequent use. A distance

dependent dielectric value of 80 D was used to simulate aqueous conditions. The 

starting structure was energy minimized for 100 steps and saved as the first accepted 

structure. A second docked structure was then generated with the energy tolerance 

parameter set to 1000 kcallmol. The new structure was energy minimized for 100 

steps and tested for energy difference (maximum difference set to 10 kcallmol) and 
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structure similarity (minimum RMS distance set to 0.5 A). Once accepted the 

structure was saved and the process of structure generation and testing repeated until 

three acceptable structures were obtained. These were further energy minimized until 

a maximum derivative of 0.010 kcallmollA was achieved. Finally, the binding 

energies were calculated using the equation 

E bind = Etotal - Ereceptor - EligaDd (5.2) 

where E tota] is the energy of the receptor-ligand complex. 

5.5 Results and Discussion 

The solvent accessible surface of the GnRH receptor binding pocket is shown 

in Fig.S.S (viewed from the extracellular end). In Fig.S.6 the binding pocket with 

GnRH bOlmd is shown. As can be seen the ligand fits into the binding pocket neatly 

like a lock and key forming a compact structure. Note that the binding pocket has 

closed in upon ligand binding. The binding energy is about - 160 kcallmol indicating 

relatively high affinity of the ligand for the receptor. 

Figure 5.5 The solvent accessible surface (shown in white) of the GnRH receptor binding pocket 
viewed from the extracellular end 
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Figure 5.6 Surface (in white) of the GnRH-receptor complex (GnRH shown in ptrrple) 

Figure 5.7 GnRH receptor transmembrane helix bundle with GnRH bound (GnRH shown in 
green, Arg8 in ptrrple) 
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Figure 5.8 Surface (in white) of the GnRH_II-receptor complex (GnRH_II shown in purple) 

Fig.5.7 shows the GnRH receptor transmembrane helix bundle and GnRH. Note that 

the Arg8 side chain (shown in purple) is in close proximity to the second and third 

extracellular loop domains making hydrogen bonding to residues in these domains 

possible. This is consistent with previous studies (Flanagan et al., 1994). The 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds found to exist between GnRH and the receptor are 

Table 5.1 Intermolecular H-bonds in the GnRH-receptor complex 

Donor Acceptor Distance (A) 

GnRH: pGlu I HN Receptor: Thrl98 0 2.47 

Receptor: Ser301 HN GnRH: His2 NE2 2.47 

Receptor: Ser203 HN GnRH: pGlu l 0 2.37 

Receptor: TrplOI HEI GnRH: Ser
4 

OG 2.10 

Receptor: Thr l98 HGI GnRH: Arg8 NE 2.46 

Receptor: Phe202 HN 8 GnRH: Arg NHI 2.45 

Receptor: Thr
l98 

HGI GnRH: Arg8 NH2 2.45 
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given in Table 5.1. As expected Arg8 is involved in three hydrogen bonds, all with 

residues in the second extracellular loop. 

In contrast, the GnRH_II (Gln8GnRH)-receptor complex shows very poor fit 

of the ligand in the binding pocket (Fig.5.8). The binding energy is 480 kcaVmol, 

indicating considerable repulsion between receptor and ligand, hence the very low 

binding affinity. Also, note the orientation of the Gln8 side chain (shown in purple, 

Fig.5.9) which points away from the second extracellular loop domain, and does not 

form any H-bonds with the receptor (Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2 Intermolecular H-bonds in GnRH_II-receptor complex 

Donor Acceptor Distance (A) 

GnRH: GlylO HN Receptor: Val 197 0 2.25 

Receptor: His l99 HO I GnRH: Pro9 0 2.36 

R H' 199 H eceptor: IS N GnRH: GI/oO 2.23 

Figure 5.9 GnRH receptor transmembrane helix bundle with GnRH_ll bound (GnRH_II shown 
in green, Glns in purple) 
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Figure 5.10 Surface (white) of the GnRH_Ill-receptor complex (GnRH_III shown in purple) 

In Fig.5.10 GnRH_III (His5Trp7Tyr8GnRH) is shown bound to the receptor. The 

ligand fits into the binding pocket reasonably well. The binding energy is about -145 

kcallmol indicating relatively high binding affinity. The hydrogen bonds between the 

ligand and receptor are given in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Intermolecular H-bonds in GnRH_III-receptor complex 

Donor Acceptor Distance (A) 

GnRH: pGlu l HN Receptor: Cys 196 SG 2.46 

GnRH: Trp3 HN Receptor: ThrJ98 OGI 2.45 

GnRH: Ser4 HN Receptor: Phe202 0 2.01 

1197 H Receptor: Va N GnRH: His2 NDI 2.12 

Receptor: Gln204 HN GnRH: His2 N 2.44 

Figure 5.11 shows GnRH_IV (D-Trp6Gln8Pro~tGnRH) bound to the receptor. 

Note that the ligand fits well in the binding pocket. Binding energy is -165 kcal/mol, 
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Figure 5.11 Surface (white) of the GnRH_IV-receptor complex (GnRH_IV shown in purple) 

Figure 5.12 Surface (white) of the GnRH_ V-receptor complex (GnRH_ V shown in pmple) 
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indicating ~''''''''''''M affinity. intermolecular H-bonds present are given 

Table 5.4 Intermolecular H-bonds in 

Donor Distance 

Receptor: o 

2.14 

(6,7 y-lactamGIn8GnRH)-receptor complex IS shown in 12. 

Clearly, the 

kcallmol. Thus, 

fits well 

binding 

hydrogen bonds 

Table 5.5 Intermolecular in 

Donor 

GnRH: 

'-'U.J''U.~ TyrS 

GnRH: GIn8 

It should mentioned 

binding uv.",n. .. ,~. '-'J.HU,J.H5 energy is -160 

exhibited by 

npT'UIP,'n the reC'eDllJr 

Receptor: Ser203 

o 
Receptor: Cys200 SG 

IS ... .,~'LU"""'. Table 

Distance (A) 

2.43 

2.11 

2.46 

2.24 

for each the hydrogen listed are 

docked structure that the HJ.F.'J."'''' (negative) binding The .... _nnnn 

Table 5.6 Experimental and calculated affinities of GnRH and analogs 

GnRH 100 -160 

GnRH II GIns 1 480 

,Trp7,Tyr8 30 -145 

IV D-Trp6 ,Pro9,NHEt 100 -165 

6,7 1000 -160 
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other structures are not all same. Table 5.6 the binding 

experimentally obtained from the ,-<v',-,n,;,u!". " .... 'un,,;;; are along with 

observed relative binding .. u ..... u, .... "".., for different should be cautious 

o 
GnRH (unbound) GnRH (bound) 

GnRH_lI (unbound) GnRHJI (bound) 

GnRH)1I (unbound) GnRH_1II (bound) 

5.13 Conformations of GnRH and in the free and bound states. 

calculated was not 

identical for all ligands. The binding-set had to be reO.emleo for each ligand due to 

differences their particularly the chains. 

should only in a qualitative manner. Thus, IS reasonable agreement 

the calculated and experimental binding affinities The docked 

structures show how well the ligand fits into binding Tln,1" In~"t IS an 

important factor in determining binding affinity. 
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Finally, the '"'v ...... v.l.lu ... u,"uO 

COlTIOare:Q in Fig. 

observed upon receptor Vin .... L""". 

change occurs. This is expected, 

point to the high flexibility that 

analogs studied. 

121 

peptides in the bound and states are 

no significant changes in are 

in the terminal domains that any Hv,,,...,,,,aUi'-' 

our conformational search 

two terminal ... ,,"u .......... all the 
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Conclusion 

Gonadotropin releasing hormone binds to in the 

pituitary gland In a conformation stimulating the two 

gonadotropic luteinizing hormone and follicle stimulating hormone. It has 

been shown that GnRH is a flexible molecule that in solution as a 

of conformers. When the positively charged in position 8 GnRH is 

replaced by neutral Gin there is a IOO-fold In the binding 

affinity. It has been proposed that the 

stabilize the preferred folded 

constrained to 011 conformation by 

the 

is its to 

When Gln8GnRH is 

GIl with a D-amino acid 

or by incorporating a y-Iactam ll1 6 and 7, receptor affinity is restored. 

Another naturally occurring high affinity 

for the mammalian not have a in position 8. 

order to 

binding of 

the relationships and the mode of receptor 

peptide analogs, detailed conformational were carried out 

two dimensional NMR spectroscopy and simulated atll1ealing. techniques 

allow one to explore the entire conformational space complex molecules and 

to identify most probable conformers. 

Our show although 111 solution 

predominantly In a conformation that closely its structure when 

bound to the receptor. Only the two terminal domains exhibit any remarkable 

flexibility. observed ~ bend the segment of GnRH is 

"'''' .... 11''' ... of Gil, as it is a residue in position for 

~ type bends. results also show that plays a vital role stabilizing a 

conformation by forming a number of bydrogen bonds with 

deficient side chain protons. Unlike 

found to be involved in any H-bonds that '"'''''1<,,'''''''' 

111 

via its 

is not 

~ turn. Although 

a ~ bend around , it a confornlutiol1 that is completely 

from the termini and away 
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In GnRH ill 

of 

, Trp7, Tyr8
), the substitutions seem to have resulted in a 

chain interactions, 

".V V'U,", , enabling it to occupy many 

bioactive one. is that 

loss of 

to increased flexibility of the 

conformational states, including the 

affinity is partially restored. Thus, the 

Arg8 by Tyr8 been partially 

overcome substitutions of Hiss and Trp7. In addition, the greater 

flexibility GnRH III to attain hence its 

high affinity for both as well as mammalian receptors. 

The and the y-Iactam in 

(6,7 the effect constraining the peptide backbones 

by forcing a ~ type bend around position six. Thus the phase available to the 

peptide backbone is restricted. Consequently, both peptides have relatively 

rigid backbones, which closely resemble that of native GnRH. At any instant, the 

fraction of molecules that occupy the bioactive conformation is relatively high, 

111 binding affinity in both cases. 

The lowest conformation identified for each analog in the above 

investigation was used in subseq1,!ent 

the known binding 

potential the 

was then calculated for the 

is essential for 

calculations. A peptide was placed in 

and subjected to movements until the 

reached a The 

Our results show that a folded 

with observed high binding 

all fit neatly into the binding pocket, and high (negative) relative 

binding energies. In contrast, the inactive II shows a very poor and has a 

positive binding energy, indicating repulsion between receptor ligand. 

the of GnRH is found to form a number 

bonds with residues in the and third extracelluler loop domains of 

the receptor, further emphasizing the impOitance of this residue in affmity 

binding. The Gln8 of is not involved in any H-bonding with the receptor. 

In summary, in order for high affinity binding it is 

has the right conformation, which enables it to fit properly in 

that the 

binding 

I 
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plays an important role in "LL'",",'UU;' such a conformation in GnRH. In addition, 

forms several hydrogen bonds with residues on the receptor, further enhancing the 

binding GnRH_ll has a very different conformation that it from 

'fitting , well binding and causes repulsion ligand and 

receptor. Hence, it's very low binding affinity. The analogs and 

GNRH IV all resemble native GnRH in their conformations, fit well in the 

binding to high affinity binding. 

For future work, it will be interesting to look at the conformational changes 

that occur in intracellular part of the receptor, following hormone binding. 
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A·I 

U.LA .................... Annealing 

by Maliekal 

BEGIN 

REDUCE OUTPUT 

CONSTRAIN USING "GNRH.RSTRNT" 

Nl=8 
N2 6 
N3 4 
TI:::: 400.0 
TF = 300.0 
TS = 50.0 
MDI 20000 
MD2 5000 
MIN == 10000 
DERMAXI 10.0 
DERMAX2 0.10 
DERMAX3 = 0.001 

TEMP TI 

INITIALIZE DYNAMICS AT TEMP K FOR rvIDI STEPS OF 1 FS 
'" NO CROSS NO MORSE 

[== 0 
100 [ == [+ I 

RESUl\1E DYNAMICS AT TEMP K FOR MD2 STEPS OF I FS 
'" NO CROSS NO MORSE 
'" CONSTANT ENERGY 

ARCHIVE AS FILE NUMBER I 

IF I .LT. Nl THEN 100 

I a 
200 1=1+1 

* 
* 

'" 
* 

RETRIEVE FILE NUMBER I 

MINIMIZE USING STEEPEST DESCENT FOR MIN CYCLES 
NO CROSS NO MORSE 
UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE IS LESS THAN DERMA}{ I KCALI A 

MINIMIZE USING CONJUGATE GRADIENTS FOR MIN CYCLES 
NO CROSS NO MORSE 
UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE IS LESS TI1AN DERMAX2 KCALIA 

ARCHIVE AS FILE NUMBER I 
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A-2 

IF I .LT. Nl UlliN 200 

TEMP "'" TEMP-TS 

K=O 
1=0 

300 1=1+1 

'" 

RETRIEVE FILE NUMBER I 
. 

INITIALIZE DYNAMICS AT TEMP K FOR MOl STEPS OF 1 FS 
NO CROSS NO MORSE 

J==O 
400 J 1+1 

K==K+l 

RESUME DYNAMICS AT TEMP K FOR MD2 STEPS OF I FS 
'" NO CROSS NO MORSE 
'" CONSTANT ENERGY 

ARCHIVE AS FILE NUMBER K "FIRST" 

IF 1 .LT. N2 THEN 400 
IF I .LT. Nl THEN 300 

K 0 
500 K == K+l 

'" 
* 

* 
* 

RETRIEVE FILE NUMBER K "FIRST' 

MINIMIZE USING STEEPEST DESCENT FOR MIN CYCLES 
NO CROSS NO MORSE 
UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE IS LESS THAN DERMAXl KCALiA 

MINIMIZE USING CONJUGATE GRADIENTS FOR MIN CYCLES 
NO CROSS NO MORSE 
UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE IS LESS THAN DERMAX2 KCALi A 

ARCHIVE AS FILE NUMBER K "FIRST" 

M==Nl"'N2 
IF K .L T. M THEN 500 

TEMP == TEMP-TS 

1=0 
K 0 

600 K = K+l 

RETRIEVE FILE NUMBER K "FIRST" 
! 

INITIALIZE DYNAMICS AT TEMP K FOR MD J STEPS OF 1 FS 
* NO CROSS NO MORSE 

J=O 
700 J 1+1 

1== I+l 

RESUME DYNAMICS AT TEMP K FOR 1\102 STEPS OF 1 FS 
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* NO CROSS NO MORSE 
* CaNST ANT ENERGY 

ARCHIVE AS FILE NUMBER I 

IF J .LT. N3 THEN 700 
IF K .LT. M THEN 600 

1 =:= 0 
800 1=1+1 

RETRIEVE FILE NUMBER 1 

A·3 

MINIMIZE USING STEEPEST DESCENT FOR MIN CYCLES 
* NO CROSS NO MORSE 
* UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE IS LESS THAN DERMAX I KCALI A 

MINIMIZE USING CONnJGATE GRADIENTS FOR MIN CYCLES· 
* NO CROSS NO MORSE 
* UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATIVE IS LESS THAN DERMAX2 KCALIA 

MINIMIZE USING BFGS FOR MIN CYCLES 
* NO CROSS NO MORSE 
* UNTIL THE MAXIMUM DERIVATlVE IS LESS THAN DERMAX3 KCALIA 

PRINT NOE DIST 
PRINT DIHEDRAL 
I-IBOIST = 3.0 
HBANGL:::: 120.0 
PRINT I-IBONDS 

ARCHIVE AS FILE NUMBER [ 

M= Nl*N2 
M M*N3 
IF I .LT. M UIEN 800 

END 
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BI. GRID.INP 

# 
#BIOSYM 
# 
# 
# 

Input 

3 

# User James 
# Host Name: dilbert 
# Host Type: iris 
# 
# Name: 
# 

Name: 1 begin 
begin 

# 
non bonds 

nonbond \ 
\ 

for 

summation method no cutoff\ 
coulomb \ 

dielectric value = 80 
# 

# 
#Stage 

select 
# 

Name: 
select Bind 

# 

atoms 

#Stage Name: movable atoms 

\ 

A-4 

Docking 

97.2 

*:Atom;*" 

MovableAtoms MOVABLEATOMS 
# 

Name: index 
object LigMovIndx select $MovableAtoms $Ligand 

# 
#Stage Name: get 

LigMovableAtoms 
# 

Name: sort to avoid 
object LigMovableAtoms sort -value 

# 
#Stage first 

$LigMov1l1dx 

LigMovableAtoms -pergroup o 
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# 

# 

# 

Name: unset grouping 
object LigMovableAtoms 

Name: inters 
object RecMovlndx 

# 

sort-avoid 

A·5 

-unset 

.* *" 

$Receptor 

RecMovableAtoms sort -value $RecMovableAtoms 
# 
#Stage Name: first el Rec 

RecMovableAtoms 
# 

/I 
IIStage all obj 

object AlIMovAtom create 
/I 
#Stage 

object 
# 

IIStage 
$db 

# 

db Llgname 
LlgMovableName 

Recname 

-pergroup $RecMovableAtoms 0 

$db 
# 

AllMovName Atom.Name $AIIMovAtom 

#Stage 5 exclude 

# 

setAtomMovability excluded 
"Bulk Set" 

exclude \ 

IpC $MovableAtoms disc_grid < Idev/null 
> grid.gridout 
# 
#Stage Name: 

object write $ipchd 
# 
#Stage I command 

object create string 
II 
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#Stage Name: ipc_solv2 command 
object so_str append "ON" 

# 
#Stage Name: send namel 

object so_str write $ipchd 
# 
#Stage Name: ipc_solv3 command 

object si_ str create string 
# 
#Stage Name: ipc_solv4 command 

object si_str append "Receptor_Ligand" 
# 
#Stage Name: send name2 

object si_str write $ipchd 
# 
#Stage Name: send allname 

object AllMovName write $ipchd 
# 
#Stage Name: MCminimize cmd 

A-6 

MC _minimize 1 grid $Ligand $Bind 3 100 1 10 3 180 1000 0 0 
# 
#Stage Name: ipcEnd 

ipc ipchd shutdown 
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B2. MINIMIZATION.INP 

# 
#BIOSYM btcl 3 
# 

A-7 

# Input File For Discover Generated By Insight 97.2 
# Date: Tue Feb 23 16:41:471999 
# User Name: james 
# Host Name: dilbert 
# Host Type: iris 
# 
# System Name: REC_LIG_FlNAL 
# remember to check names of assembly AND receptor and ligand 
# which make up assembly ie check mdf file 
#Stage Name: 1 begin 
# car and mdf files from grid setup run 
begin coord = grid.car topol = grid.mdf 

# 
#Stage Name: non bonds 

forcefield nonbond \ 
-separate_coulomb \ 
vdw\ 

# 
# 

summation method = no cutoff\ 
coulomb \ 

-distance _ dependent_dielectric \ 
dielectric value:::: 80 

#Stage Name: ligand atoms 
select Ligand "REC_LIG_FlNAL_2:*:Atom;*" 

# 
#Stage Name: bind atoms 

select Bind BIND 
# 
#Stage Name: movable atoms 

subset get MovableAtoms MOVABLEATOMS 
# 
#Stage Name: inters index 

object LigMovIndx select $MovableAtoms $Ligand 
# 
#Stage Name: get elements 

object LigMovableAtoms get $Ligand $LigMovlndx 
# 
#Stage Name: sort to avoid dupl 

object LigMovableAtoms sort -value $LigMovableAtoms 
# 
#Stage Name: first element 

object LigMovableAtoms range -pergroup $LigMovableAtoms 0 
# 
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A-8 

Name: unset grouping 
object LigMovableAtoms group -unset . 

# 

1 :*:Atom;*" 
# 
#Stage Name: inters indexRec 

object RecMovIndx select $MovableAtoms $Receptor 
# 
#Stage Name: elementsRec 

object RecMovableAtoms 
# 

JiKece:ntc)r $RecMovlndx 

sort-avoid dllplic2 #Stage 
object 

# 
sort $RecMovableAtoms 

Name: el Rec 
object RecMovableAtoms range -pergroup $RecMovableAtoms 0 

# 

-unset 

$LigMovableAtol11s $RecMovableAtoms' 

# 
#Stage Name: db 

$db LigMovableName $LigMovableAtoms 
# 
#Stage Name: db Recname 

$db AlIMovName Atom.Name $AllMovAtom 
# 

# 

5 
setAtomMovability excluded 

"Bulk Set" 

Name: ipc command 
init Grid 

min.gridout 
# 

Name: Lig 
object LigMovableName 

# 
$ipchd 

#Stage Name: ipc I command 
object create string 

# 

\ 

$MovableAtoms disc_grid < /dev/nllll 
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object so_str append "ON" 
# 

Name: send namel 
object $ipchd 

# 
#Stage 
object 

# 

command 

Name: ipc_solv4 command 
object si_str append "Receptor_Ligand" 

# 
#Stage Name: name2 

write $ipchd 
# 
#Stage Name: send allname 

object AIIMovName write $ipchd 
# 

cmd 

1\-9 

$Ugand $Bind 3 100 1 10 3 ]80 1000 a a 

# names of arc input and output files 
ARCrninimize t final 5000 

#Stage Name: ipcEnd 
ipc ipchd shutdown 
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B3. 

# 
#BIOSYM 
# 
# 

set arc -

.-10 

for analysis of LigandlReceptor 

topol ::::: grid.mdf 
-separate_coulomb \ 

== no cutoff\ 

\ 

_2:*:Atom;*" 
:*:Atom;*" 

minimized structures 

,,************** interaction energies ****************" 
for {$i I} { [readFile archive file = \ 

$arc _file. arc $i]]! ''''} {incr i} { 

} 

-targets 
EnergyAnalysis 

file.arc frame = $i 

between ligand and receptor residues 

FINAL_2n -get close_residues 
.*" 

echo n******************* ligand energy ***************" 
atomMovability set host $Host 
for {$i I} { 

$arc 
readFile = 
set 

} 

atomMovability unset 

6.0 \ 
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A-II 

echo "*************** receptor energy ****************" 
atomMovabiIity set excluded $Ligand 
echo "Frame Host 

[readFile 

} 
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